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Abstract
Lake ice is a fundamental part of the freshwater processes in cold regions and a sensitive
indicator of climate change. As such, in light of the recent climate warming, monitoring
of lake ice in arctic and sub-arctic regions is becoming increasingly important. Many
shallow arctic lakes and ponds of thermokarst origin freeze to bed in the winter months
maintaining the underlying permafrost in its frozen state. However, as air temperatures
rise and precipitation increases, less lakes are expected to develop bedfast ice. In fact, a
consistent decrease in maximum ice thickness has been observed over the past decades.
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) offers a unique opportunity to monitor lake ice regimes
remotely. Taking advantage of the growing temporal resolution of microwave remote
sensing, we proposed applying a temporal deep learning approach to lake ice regime
mapping. We employed a combination of Sentinel 1, ERS 1/2, and RADARSAT 1 SAR
imagery for the Old Crow Flats (OCF), Yukon, Canada to create an extensive annotated
dataset of SAR time-series labeled as either bedfast ice, floating ice, or land, used to train
a temporal convolutional neural network (TempCNN). The trained TempCNN, in turn,
allowed to automatically map lake ice regimes over a 29-year period (1993-2021). The
classified maps aligned well with the available field measurements and Canadian Lake Ice
Model (CLIMo) simulated ice thickness. Reaching a mean overall classification accuracy
of 95.05%, the temporal deep learning approach was found promising for automated lake
ice regime classification. Change detection tools were utilized to determine lake ice regime
changes in the OCF over the past 29 years. In the view of significant annual variability,
no consistent transition towards more floating lake ice was observed. On the contrary, the
overall change indicated an extensive transition to bedfast ice caused by a growing number
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Lakes are one of the 54 Essential Climate Variables (ECV), as defined by The Global
Climate Observing System (GCOS)(Belward et al., 2016). ECVs are a group of interrelated
earth and atmospheric parameters which are essential for the understanding and characterization
of the current climate and its evolution over time. Each ECV has a number of products
associated with it, which have to be continuously monitored in order to have a full grasp
of the ECV conditions. Lake ice thickness and ice cover are included in the list of the
Lakes ECV products. Sensitivity to air temperatures makes lake ice a robust indicator of
climate change (Brown and Duguay, 2010). The spatial extent and duration of ice cover
play a significant role in lake surface-atmosphere interactions, which is reflected in regional
weather and climate (thermal moderation, lake-induced precipitation) (Rouse et al., 2008).
In the light of the recent climate warming, monitoring of lake ice in arctic and sub-
arctic regions is becoming increasingly important. Many shallow arctic lakes and ponds
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of thermokarst origin freeze to bed in the winter months with ice thickening, this way
maintaining the underlying permafrost in its frozen state. However, with climate warming,
less lakes are expected to develop bedfast ice. In fact, a consistent decrease in maximum ice
thickness has been observed over the past decades, in turn leading to fewer lakes developing
bedfast ice (Surdu et al., 2014). Prolonged periods of liquid water presence may initiate
formation of taliks and promote permafrost degradation in the underlying sediment (Arp
et al., 2011). The storage of carbon contained in permafrost is estimated to be twice as
large as the carbon currently present in the atmosphere in the form of greenhouse gases
(Hugelius et al., 2014). Permafrost degradation results in the release of carbon dioxide and
methane, potent greenhouse gases, into the atmosphere. Bedfast and floating ice mapping is
not only important for emission studies, but also ecological studies, bathymetric mapping,
and the determination of freshwater availability for the construction of ice roads (Duguay
and Lafleur, 2003; Jeffries et al., 1996; Pointner et al., 2019). Moreover, for northern
communities lake ice information can be crucial for determining whether a specific lake
provides overwintering habitat for fish and whether liquid water is available for withdrawal
(Brown et al., 2010; Tsui et al., 2019).
Given the significance of accurate bedfast lake ice mapping in regions underlain by
permafrost, there is a growing need for robust automated techniques to be developed.
Owing to the vast number of shallow lakes occupying permafrost regions, satellite remote
sensing plays a key role in monitoring the evolution of ice cover. A variety of techniques
have been proposed for the mapping of bedfast and floating ice from synthetic aperture
radar (SAR). However, none of the existing methods have attempted classifying lake ice
regimes from SAR imagery by identifying the best nonlinear function to describe lake ice
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backscatter evolution. In this thesis, a classification technique based on the temporal deep
learning is proposed to automatically extract useful features from SAR time-series and to
create high-quality ice maps. The proposed technique is then applied to perform change
detection analysis of the ice regimes of shallow lakes in Old Crow Flats, Yukon, Canada -
a wetland of international importance according to the Ramsar Convention held in 1982
(Lynch-Stewart and Associates, 2008).
1.2 Research Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are as follows:
1. To create of an extensive labeled dataset of lake ice regime time-series, which includes
three classes: floating ice, bedfast ice, and land. An annotated dataset is necessary
to train a deep learning model able to perform automatic classification of SAR image
time-series.
2. To apply a temporal deep learning approach (TempCNN) to thermokarst lake ice
mapping from SAR imagery. Temporal deep learning has never previously been
applied to lake ice mapping from SAR. This method offers an end-to-end classification
framework that incorporates automatic feature extraction and classification. The
temporal component allows to leverage the distinct life-cycles of lake ice and the
surrounding ground backscatter. Therefore, use of a lake mask is not required prior
to time-series classification. This is especially beneficial due to the dynamic nature
of thermokarst lakes.
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3. To generate ice-regime maps for 18 years of data from 1993-2021, based on SAR data
availability, which allows to perform a 29-year change detection analysis of lake ice
regimes in Old Crow Flats, Yukon, Canada.
1.3 Thesis organization
This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 2 contains background information on thermokarst
lakes and lake ice, a review of state-of-the-art approaches to floating and bedfast ice
mapping from SAR, an overview of uses and methods of temporal deep learning in remote
sensing, and a summary of lake ice regime trends observed in sub-Arctic environments.
Chapter 3 describes the Old Crow Flats, Yukon, Canada chosen as the study area. Chapter
4 presents the methodology developed in this thesis including the temporal approach used
for mapping floating and bedfast ice from SAR using TempCNN. Chapter 5 contains results
and their discussion. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the key findings of this work identifying





In the Arctic, the impact of climate warming is especially pronounced owing to the positive
feedbacks triggered by rising air temperatures and precipitation (Meredith et al., 2019).
Permafrost, or perennially cryotic ground, a significant component of the Arctic cryosphere,
is expected to experience widespread thawing by the end of the century initiating strong
carbon feedbacks (van Huissteden, 2020). Permafrost soils stretch as far south as the -
1°C isotherm and underlay about 19-25% of the Northern Hemisphere (Gruber, 2012).
Permafrost is traditionally defined as soil or rock that maintains below 0°C temperature
for at least two consecutive years, distinguishing it from seasonally frozen ground, termed
active layer (French, 2018). Moving from north to south, along with the thickness of the
active layer, a gradient in permafrost zones from continuous (>90% of land is underlain
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by permafrost soils), discontinuous (50-90%), sporadic (10-50%), to isolated (<10%) is
observed (van Huissteden, 2020). Permafrost soils are rich in organic matter. Permafrost
thaw initiates the decomposition of organic matter in the soil by soil fauna and bacteria
which results in release of carbon-dioxide and methane - potent greenhouse gases (Hugelius
et al., 2014). Although the extent and rate of permafrost warming is largely unknown,
ground observations of active layer thickness and temperature as well as permafrost temperatures
measured in deep boreholes reveal unambiguous warming trends (van Huissteden, 2020).
Being a sub-surface phenomenon, permafrost state is challenging to monitor. Nonetheless,
thermokarst landscapes can serve as indicators of the underlying permafrost dynamics.
The term thermokarst can represent both a process and a landform. As a process, it
corresponds to thawing of the permanently frozen sediments or melting of ice wedges as
a result of the disturbed thermal equilibrium (Jones et al., 2011). Thermokarst lakes are
one of the most wide-spread forms of thermokarst common in tundra and boreal lowlands
of northern Canada, Alaska, and Russia (Kokelj and Jorgenson, 2013). Thermokarst lakes
are extremely dynamic in nature. Being a part of the positive feedback loop, their presence
in permafrost regions promotes further degradation of the frozen sediments directly below
and adjacent to the lake-bed forming taliks (Brewer, 1958). After the initial permafrost
thaw, ground subsidence and lake formation, thermokarst lakes tend to expand laterally by
the means of thermal and mechanical erosion. The final stage of the thermokarst lake life-
cycle is their drainage, which can occur through a variety of mechanisms, such as shoreline
breaching or subsurface infiltration through an open talik among others (Bouchard et al.,
2017). A study by Lindgren et al. (2016) demonstrates a direct link between permafrost
thaw at thermokarst lake margins and the release of carbon stored in permafrost. While
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it has been shown that thermokarst lake formation and expansion facilitate the release
of organic carbon, drained lake basins, on the other hand, promote peat accumulation
which leads to organic carbon sequestration (Jones et al., 2011). Hence, monitoring and
quantifying thermokarst lake dynamics is critical for understanding changes in permafrost
stability and ecosystem fluxes.
Numerous studies have investigated thermokarst lake dynamics (Jorgenson and Grosse,
2016; Nitze et al., 2017; Swanson, 2019; Wang et al., 2018). For instance, Nitze et al.
(2017) recently examined decadal scale changes in thermokarst lake surface area and found
that while northern Alaska experienced a net loss of lake area due to thermokarst lake
expansion being counteracted by catastrophic lake drainages, Central Yakutia, Russia has
experienced a remarkable expansion. Lake ice is a significant component of the freshwater
processes in cold regions. Moreover, the spatial extent, duration, and thickness of lake
ice are highly sensitive to climate change (Brown and Duguay, 2010). Arp et al. (2016)
indicate a lake ice thinning trend of 0.15 m per decade observed in thermokarst regions,
such as northern Alaska, in response to climate warming. The authors also point out that
thermokarst lakes whose depth is close to the maximum ice thickness are most sensitive
to climate warming and subsequently have the most impact on the underlying permafrost.
The lake ice research community has focused its attention on documenting temporal trends
and developing observation methods of the following parameters: ice cover concentration,
ice extent, ice phenology, ice types, ice thickness and snow on ice, ice surface temperature,
and bedfast and floating ice cover (Duguay et al., 2015). The focus of this thesis is on
bedfast and floating ice mapping and ice regime changes over time, discussed in the next
subsection and subsection 2.4, respectively.
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2.2 Bedfast and floating ice mapping from radar imagery
2.2.1 Evolution of radar backscatter
The potential of microwave remote sensing for bedfast and floating ice mapping was first
introduced in 1975. Sellmann et al. (1975) noticed a characteristic dark and bright pattern
of ice on shallow lakes of the Alaskan coastal plain when observing them from X-band Side
Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) data. Smaller lakes often appeared dark, while larger
lakes had bright centers and dark fringes. Based on the field knowledge of lake depths
and sites of winter water withdrawal, the observed pattern was believed to correspond
to floating ice - bright, and bedfast ice- dark. Next followed a multitude of studies that
observed the same pattern in X (8-12 GHz), L (0.5-1.5 GHz), and C (4-8 GHz) bands
spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery starting from studies involving C-band
VV polarization ERS-1 (European Remote-Sensing Satellite-1) up to the most recent work
done with Sentinel-1 and RADARSAT-2 (C-band, mostly at VV and HH polarizations). In
fact, the dielectric properties of water and ice display a high contrast in an electromagnetic
window between 5-17 GHz making this range sensitive to the presence of liquid water
under the ice (Gunn et al., 2015a). As such, SAR active microwave remote sensors are
not only able to penetrate clouds and operate independently of solar illumination, which
becomes especially relevant in polar regions, but also benefit from distinct backscatter
patterns for floating and bedfast ice. Floating ice is characterized by a high backscatter
response, originally explained by the double bounce phenomenon caused by the presence
of tubular bubbles in the ice (Jeffries et al., 2005b). In addition, as indicated by Grunblatt
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and Atwood (2014), the ice-water interface is marked by a high dielectric discontinuity,
in contrast to bedfast ice which presents a very dark SAR signature. The low dielectric
contrast between the ice and the underlying sediments results in signal transmission or
absorption by lakebeds (Grunblatt and Atwood, 2014; Jeffries et al., 2005b). The temporal
evolution of backscatter from open water in the fall to the ice break-up in the spring can
be summarized into the following five stages (Duguay and Lafleur, 2003):
1. Although open water generally appears dark in SAR imagery due to the specular
reflection away from the sensor, in Arctic and sub-Arctic regions lake surfaces tend
to be roughened by high winds resulting in high backscatter. Therefore, as thin ice
forms over the lake in early November it creates a mirror-like surface accompanied
by a drop in backscatter.
2. By mid-December as ice thickens and forms tubular bubbles the backscatter increases
creating a bright signature, particularly in shallower areas of lakes.
3. By mid-January ice has grown sufficiently thick to reach the bed in shallower areas
causing signal absorption by the frozen sediments and, therefore, resulting in a dark
signature (low backscatter).
4. By late March most shallow lakes are covered by bedfast ice and appear dark in
SAR imagery. Late March to late April are generally considered to be the months of
maximum ice thickness in Arctic and sub-Arctic regions.
5. From May to early June, as the air temperatures rise above zero, the break-up period
begins. During this period a variety of tones are observed. As bedfast ice transitions
9


















ice thickening, remains floating
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Figure 2.1: General lake ice backscatter (VV, a similar pattern is observed for HH) lifecycle
from early October to late April in stages. If by the end of the cycle ice remains floating
it is refered to as floating, if the ice grounds, it is refered to as bedfast. Each of the ice
regimes is illustrated by an example of one pixel from the study area traced through time.
to floating ice at the lake fringes the backscatter increases, while ice covered by wet
snow or pools of standing water appears dark due to signal absorption and reflection,
respectively. Finally, ice-free areas appear dark, due to specular reflection caused by
low or absent winds.
Owing to the focus of this thesis on the months of maximum ice thickness, Figure 2.1
below illustrates the lifecycle of floating and bedfast ice from early October to late April
including stages 1-4 discussed above.
However, the distinction between floating and bedfast ice at each given time is not
always clear-cut. Multiple suggestions have been made with regard to the potential reasons
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for the appearance of darker backscatter signatures in areas of lakes corresponding to
floating ice. Although uncommon in permafrost regions, larger lakes that exceed the depth
of 4 m, such as Teshekpuk Lake on the North Slope of Alaska, often demonstrate a darker
signature in their deepest sections. In the study on the impact of lake size on the accuracy
of bedfast and floating ice classification, Pointner et al. (2019) suggest that the darker
signature in the deeper sections of lakes could be caused by such phenomena as cracks
in the ice and presence of small patches of thin ice. However, it is still indicated that
the observed patterns remain largely unexplained due to the lack of field observations
coincident with SAR image acquisitions. Additionally, as mentioned by Grunblatt and
Atwood (2014), brackish lakes tend to produce lower backscatter even in the presence of
liquid water underneath the ice. Moreover, the presence of wet snow during brief periods of
winter melt results in reduced backscatter intensities of floating ice (Duguay et al., 2002).
Finally, incidence angle of the instrument is an important parameter that has to be taken
into account when interpreting bedfast and floating ice backscatter (Duguay et al., 2002).
Floating and bedfast ice mapping has a variety of applications, including climate
monitoring (Arp et al., 2012), permafrost studies (Arp et al., 2011), bathymetric mapping
(Duguay and Lafleur, 2003; Kozlenko and Jeffries, 2000), overwintering fish habitat (Brown
et al., 2010), and winter water withdrawal (Hirose et al., 2008). Traditionally, bedfast and
floating ice has been mapped from spaceborne C-band SAR. However, a number of studies
also resorted to X- and L-band imagery (Antonova et al., 2016; Engram et al., 2013; Jones
et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2018).
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2.2.2 Methods for mapping bedfast and floating ice
A variety of methods have been proposed to distinguish between bedfast and floating ice
based on SAR backscatter, namely threshold-based classification (Bartsch et al., 2017;
Brown et al., 2010; Duguay et al., 2002; Duguay and Wang, 2019; Engram et al., 2018;
Hirose et al., 2008; Kozlenko and Jeffries, 2000; Wakabayashi and Motohashi, 2018),
supervised and unsupervised classification (Grunblatt and Atwood, 2014), region-based
classification (Pointner et al., 2019; Surdu et al., 2014), as well as one unique method
based on data mining (Tsui et al., 2019).
Thresholding is by far the most widely used method. For instance, Bartsh et al.
(2017) using ENVISAT ASAR C-band imagery produced circumpolar maps of bedfast
and floating ice for a single winter season based on a threshold function fitted to data
collected from the Yamal Peninsula, Russia. The utilized threshold function accounted
for incidence angle variability and was successfully applied to two million Arctic lakes.
Engram et al. (2018) reported a 93% overall accuracy achieved through an interactive
thresholding algorithm applied to a 25-year time-series of six generations of C-band SAR
imagery from ERS-1 to Sentinel-1. The developed algorithm identified a unique threshold
for each scene avoiding errors resulting from variations in ice and weather conditions as well
as alleviating the need for incidence angle normalization. Finally, Duguay and Wang (2019)
compared thresholding with correction for incidence angle effects to two unsupervised
classification techniques (K-means and Iterative Region Growing Using Semantics) and
found that thresholding outperforms the other two algorithms, reaching an overall accuracy
of 92.56%, and generalizes the best to new geographical regions. In spite of the fact that
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both thresholding and K-means provided a reasonable classification of bedfast and floating
ice for small shallow lakes, both algorithms resulted in overestimation of bedfast ice in deep
lakes, such as Teshekpuk Lake, Alaska. With the aim of improving classification results
for deeper lakes, Pointner et al. (2019) compared the threshold method to two novel
methods based on pixel connectivity: flood-fill and watershed methods. Both methods
took topography and the fact that ice grounding generally takes place in the shelf regions
into account. Although visual assessment suggested an improved performance, no definitive
conclusion was reached due to the lack of ground truth data. The summary of works that
used a variety of bedfast and floating ice classification methods can be found in Tables 1-4.
To the best of our knowledge, the only study that exploited the temporal evolution of
backscatter is Tsui et al. (2019) who adopted a data mining approach called dynamic time
warping (DTW). DTW compares backscatter time-series based on their shape. Tsui et
al. (2019) assembled a time-series of 53 RADARSAT-2 C-band scenes collected between
November and June. Then, based on ground penetrating radar field measurements, 13
bedfast ice reference time-series were identified. All the unclassified time-series were
compared to the reference ones using the DTW similarity measure. The performance of
the approach was assessed based on 37 field measurements resulting in an overall accuracy
of 89.1%. However, approaches that use temporal similarity measures, such as DTW, are
very computationally costly as they require scanning the training set in its entirety in
order to make a decision for every test instance (Pelletier et al., 2019b). Therefore, in
this project, we propose adopting a deep learning end-to-end framework for bedfast and
floating ice classification that exploits the temporal dimension of the C-band SAR. The

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Machine learning (ML) techniques are used in a variety of fields, including identification
of objects and patterns in images, speech recognition, machine vision, drug discovery, etc.
(LeCun et al., 2015). Deep learning (DL), a set of techniques inspired by the human
visual interpretation process and structured to imitate human nervous system, is quickly
gaining popularity in a lot of machine learning applications. The main advantage of the DL
approach over other ML techniques is its ability to independently learn important features
from the provided “raw” data, rather than being fed features accurately designed by a
human specialist. Neural network – the basis of DL – consists of multiple levels or layers.
Each layer receives the information, transforms it to a higher level of abstraction using
non-linear models and passes it to the next layer for further transformation (LeCun et al.,
2015).
Remote sensing has been making use of ML techniques since early 1960s. Examples
of early work include contributions of the Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
(Holloway and Mengersen, 2018; Landgrebe, 1986). The early accomplishments of the
laboratory consisted in machine-implemented classification of multispectral data as early
as 1966. Since then, ML has been widely applied for such tasks as image pre-processing,
segmentation, and classification (Ma et al., 2019). Although, the remote-sensing community
has been giving preference to ML methods such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and
Random Forest (RF), starting in 2014 the focus has largely shifted to DL methods (Chen
17
et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2019; Romero et al., 2016).
Based on the meta-analysis and review by Ma et al. (2019), convolutional neural
network (CNN) is the most commonly used DL model for image analysis in remote sensing.
As opposed to a simple neural network, CNNs are particularly strong at recognizing and
extracting spatial features. CNNs consist of multiple convolutional layers alternated with
pooling layers. Convolutional layers use filters that convolve across the image detecting
spatial “patterns”, for instance, edges, corners, or shapes. Each of the filters produces a
feature map, which are then stacked (Wang et al., 2016). The deeper into the network, the
more sophisticated are the filters and the patterns they can recognize. Pooling layers
reduce the dimensions of the feature maps - a sliding window moves over the image
replacing a “pool of values” with one single value, usually the maximum. The purpose
of the convolutional and pooling layers is to extract features and reduce the number
of parameters. The last stage of the CNN is a fully connected layer that performs the
classification. After each iteration, the network backpropagates calculating the errors of
the produced prediction based on the available labels and modifies the parameters of each
layer to fit the data just a little bit better. To summarize the learning process, a CNN
takes labeled data as input, learns from it, validating the accuracy of the prediction at
each iteration and adjusting its parameters accordingly. Once the network is trained, it
returns a prediction, when provided with unlabeled data.
In permafrost research there were early attempts to incorporate DL techniques (Leverington
and Duguay, 1996; Leverington and Duguay, 1997). Since then, DL methods and computational
power have evolved allowing for a more extensive use of DL for the investigation of
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such permafrost landscapes as retrogressive thaw slumps (Huang et al., 2020), wetland
ecosystems (Jiang et al., 2019), permafrost soil organic carbon content (Siewert, 2018), ice
wedge polygons (Abolt, 2019), and others. However, studies involving DL for ice mapping
are scarce. CNNs have shown impressive results in application to sea ice concentration
mapping from SAR (Wang et al., 2016). To the best of our knowledge, only two studies
made use of DL techniques for lake ice mapping: Tom et al. (2020) and Scott et al.
(2020). Tom et al. (2020) proposed an automatic lake ice monitoring systems based on
a CNN with Deeplabv3+ architecture which achieved an accuracy of 94.8-95.5%. Using
VV and VH polarized Sentinel-1 SAR high-resolution imagery from three Alpine lakes
in Switzerland the model was taught to output binary classification maps for the lake
surface with a frozen and a non-frozen class. The lake shapes were extracted from Open
Street Map. For the training purposes, Sentinel-1 SAR imagery was labeled through visual
interpretation of webcam data and Sentinel-2 optical imagery. Moreover, to remedy the lack
of an extensive labeled dataset, Tom et al. (2020) leveraged a transfer learning technique,
which consists in using a pre-trained model, in this case a DL model trained on RGB data,
and then fine-tuned on a small set of training SAR data. Scott et al. (2020) investigated
retrieving high-quality ice/water observations from SAR imagery of the Laurentian Great
Lakes (Lake Erie and Lake Ontario) using a CNN. The proposed approach focused on
obtaining high-quality observations, rather than classifying the entire image. As such,
areas where the classifier was uncertain were left unclassified. Using single-(HH) and
dual-polarized (HH/HV) RADARSAT-2 imagery and experimenting with a classification
probability threshold, the authors achieved classification accuracy ranging from 95% to
97% with an unclassified fraction between 20% and 53%.
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Although, basic CNNs are powerful at analyzing spectral and spatial features, they fail
to take advantage of the temporal aspect of satellite imagery. With the growing availability
of high spatial, spectral, and temporal resolution remote sensing imagery, both optical and
microwave, there is a growing interest among the remote sensing community to exploit
the temporal dimension. Temporal evolution becomes important for the classification of
landscapes and features that display distinct life cycles, such as vegetation types and
agricultural fields with crops. In the computer science community, the sequential data
is generally tackled using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) facilitating such tasks as
image captioning, sentiment analysis, language translation, and other (Ma et al., 2019).
The state-of-the-art RNNs consist of multiple long short-term memory (LSTM) modules
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) or Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014)
that facilitate sequential processing of time-series where only relevant information is retained.
The units are generally organized into a chain where the first unit receives the first input of
the sequence, processes it using multiple neural networks, referred to as gates, passing to the
next unit only relevant information. The next unit in the chain receives the second input
of the sequence and processes it in the context of the information retained by the network
from the first unit. During the training stage gates learn to retain relevant information
and discard irrelevant information. This way, the most significant components are passed
through the chain reaching the very last unit where they facilitate the final decision. Hence,
as opposed to CNNs which have been shown to efficiently extract spatial features, RNNs
are believed to offer a strong baseline for temporal analysis. Consequently, in the remote
sensing context, RNNs have been found to be suitable for working with image time-series
(Ienco et al., 2017; Minh et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019).
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RNNs were first adopted for land cover classification of multi-temporal optical imagery
(Ienco et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2019). Later, RNNs started to be utilized for time-series
classification of SAR imagery. For instance, studies by Ndikumana et al. (2018) and
Minh et al. (2018) tested the utility of Sentinel-1 dual-polarization (VV+VH) SAR time-
series and LSTM and GRU RNN models for summer crop and winter vegetation quality
mapping, respectively. In both cases RNN was shown to outperform such ML approaches
as K-means, RF, and SVM achieving an overall accuracy of 89-99%.
Recently, modified CNNs or combinations of CNNs and RNNs have shown an improved
performance over simple RNNs. For example, Interdonato et al. (2019) developed a
DuPLO - a DUal view Point deep Learning architecture for time-series land cover classification
from Sentinel-2 optical imagery that includes a CNN and an RNN branch harnessing
the strengths of both approaches. This approach achieved an accuracy of 83.72-96.36%
exceeding the performance of standard ML methods. The study also found, analogously
to Ienco et al. (2017), that feeding the features extracted by DuPLO to an RF algorithm
performed even better than the DuPLO alone. Mauro et al. (2017) and Ji et al. (2018)
achieved good results with 3D CNNs that incorporate spectral, spatial, and temporal
dimensions for land cover and crop classification, respectively. Finally, studies by Pelletier
et al. (2019a, 2019b) proposed a temporal 2D CNN (TempCNN) for land cover classification
of Formosat-2 and Sentinel-2 time-series that incorporates spectral and temporal dimensions
by performing temporal rather than spatial convolutions. These studies suggest that RNNs
are unsuitable for large scale studies due to their high computational complexity. The
TempCNN was shown to have higher accuracy than RF, SVM, and RNN and a much
shorter training time.
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Taking into consideration distinct life cycles of floating and bedfast ice, we hypothesize
that classification accuracy as well as the floating ice misclassification in the deep portions
of thermokarst lakes can be significantly improved by applying a temporal approach. In
this thesis, the TempCNN architecture proposed by Pelletier et al. (2019) will be used as
the basis and will be modified appropriately to fit the bedfast and floating ice classification.
In the future, the work might be extended to include the spatial dimension by using a 3D
CNN.
2.4 Time trends of thermokarst lake ice regimes
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, lake ice is a sensitive indicator of the changing
climate. Warming predicted by numerical models by the end of the century is expected
to shorten the ice season and reduce ice thickness (Brown and Duguay, 2011b). Thinning
lake ice and longer open water season alter the heat storage and permafrost thaw rates,
and trigger positive feedback loops that promote further warming (Arp et al., 2012).
Therefore, monitoring of lake ice regimes and their changes over time is essential for
more accurate bottom surface condition for climate modeling. A variety of different lake
ice parameters can be monitored, such as ice-on/off dates (Geldsetzer et al., 2010), ice
thickness (Duguay and Lafleur, 2003), or accumulated freezing index as an indicator of
ice growth (Wakabayashi and Motohashi, 2018). However, in this thesis, we will focus on
the bedfast and floating ice regimes making use of the extensive SAR imagery record that
allows for change analysis starting as far back as fall of 1992.
The bedfast and floating ice regimes of Alaskan lakes have been studied extensively.
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For instance, a study by Surdu et al. (2014) notes a clear trend towards a decreasing
number of bedfast ice lakes. The study made use of a 20-year time-series of ERS-1/2 SAR
imagery from 1991 to 2011 in a region that encompasses 402 lakes, near Barrow, North
Slope of Alaska. The analysis of 79 SAR images between December and May revealed an
overall decrease in the fraction of bedfast ice in April to be 22%. The maximum fraction
of bedfast ice of 62% was observed in 1992, while in 2011 this fraction was only 26% for
the same lakes. A study by Arp et al. (2012) reports significant variability of ice regime
changes observed in inner and outer regions of Arctic Coastal Plain of northern Alaska
(ACP). Analyzing SAR imagery between 2003-2011 and comparing it to radar-based maps
of bedfast and floating ice from 1980 it was found that 16% of bedfast lakes shifted to
floating ice regimes. This shift is attributed to a thinning ice trend of 1.5 cm per year
since 1978. However, while in the outer ACP three lakes shifted from bedfast to a floating
ice regime, in the inner ACP 27% of bedfast-ice lakes transitioned to floating ice. Engram
et al. (2018) analyzed a 25-year time-series (1992-2016) of C-band SAR images in seven
regions of northern Alaska and Seward Peninsula. The authors note that due to high inter-
annual variability in floating ice extent no statistically significant trends could be observed.
Nonetheless, one of the study areas, namely Fish Creek, exhibited strong trends towards
bedfast ice regimes. Over the 25 years an increase of 4.2 % per decade was observed in the
areas covered by floating ice. Moreover, the number of floating-ice lakes increased by 1.5%
per decade.
Taking into consideration the variability observed between different study areas within
northern Alaska, it is logical to assume that lake ice trends in other thermokarst lake areas
of the Northern Hemisphere characterized by different climate and types of underlying
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sediments will show different results. Hence, in this thesis, the Old Crow Flats (OCF),
Yukon, Canada is selected as the focus area for ice regime change analysis and is discussed




While thermokarst lake ice regimes of northern Alaska, USA, Lena River Delta, Russia,
and Hudson Bay, Canada (Antonova et al., 2016; Arp et al., 2011; Arp et al., 2012; Duguay
and Wang, 2019; Engram et al., 2018; Mommertz, 2019; Surdu et al., 2014; Wang et al.,
2018) have been studied by multiple researchers, ice regimes of Old Crow Flats, Yukon,
Canada (OCF), remain largely unexplored. OCF is a wetland of international significance
(Lynch-Stewart and Associates, 2008) rich in lakes of thermokarst origin and surrounded
by mountains (Figure 3.1)(Lantz and Turner, 2015). The 4,300 km2 area is covered by
over 2500 flat-bottomed shallow lakes of 1 to 1.5 meters depth on average (Roy-Léveillée
and Burn, 2010; Roy-Roy-Léveillée and Burn, 2015). OCF was submerged under a large
glacial lake Old Crow during the Wisconsin stage (Irving and Cinq-Mars, 1974). The glacial
lake drained catastrophically about 15,000 years ago leaving behind thick glaciolacustrine
deposits and remnant lakes (Lauriol et al., 2009; Zazula et al., 2004). More lakes formed
during early Holocene through thermokarst processes (Ovenden, 1985).
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The northern part of the lowland is characterized by polygonal tundra, while subarctic
boreal forest is found in the south (Roy-Léveillée, 2014). Lakes located in areas of taiga
and tall shrubs have irregular shorelines and expand slowly due to vegetation roots holding
the sediments, even following the shore subsidence caused by talik development, protecting
them from wave action and ice push (Roy-Roy-Léveillée and Burn, 2015; Roy-Roy-Léveillée
and Burn, 2017). Lakes located in polygonal tundra and low shrub areas, in contrast, are
rectangular or triangular in shape. The absence of tall vegetation allows wave action and
ice push to erode the shores and redistribute sediments creating a more even lake outline.
These lakes are expanding rapidly and, in their majority, have a north-east – south-west
orientation parallel to the dominant direction of the winds (Roy-Roy-Léveillée and Burn,
2015).
As indicated in Chapter 2, thermokarst lakes are extremely dynamic. After their
formation initiated by permafrost thaw and ground subsidence, they continue their expansion
until a drainage event occurs (Bouchard et al., 2017). Lake drainage might be followed
by permafrost aggradation and formation of new lakes (Roy-Léveillée, 2014). As the
climate warms and precipitation becomes more abundant in OCF, the frequency of lake
drainage events is on the rise due to thermokarst activity (MacDonald et al., 2012). In
fact, according to tree-ring climate records, the last few decades have been characterized
by warming unseen in any other period of the past 300 years (Porter and Pisaric, 2011).
Moreover, Vuntut Gwitchin First Nations, whose lifestyle is largely sustained by OCF,
note significant changes in air temperatures, precipitation, and ice regimes in the past
decades (Wolfe et al., 2011). Between 1951 and 2007, OCF has seen a decline in lake
area of approximately 6,000 hectares, with the rate of lake drainage five times higher in
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recent decades (Labrecque et al., 2009; Lantz and Turner, 2015). The overall decrease in
the surface lake area is mainly attributed to the climate- and erosion-induced catastrophic
lake drainages (e.g. Zelma and Netro Lakes) (Labrecque et al., 2009; Turner et al., 2010).
A study of OCF drained lake basins vegetation indicates that willow stands and sedge
swards quickly populate the drained lake area leading to increased snow capture which
could increase ground temperatures leading to permafrost thaw (Lantz, 2017). Although
older drained basins are generally covered by tussock grasses and dwarf shrubs, it is unclear
whether the newly drained basins populated by willow thickets following the drainage event
will transition to tundra vegetation, in the light of the warmer and wetter climate (Lantz,
2017). Despite the overall trend of decreasing water surface area, the majority of lakes
are increasing in surface area and new ponds are forming due to rising air temperatures
and increased precipitation, which bring on thinning of lake ice, deepening of active layers,
permafrost thaw, and ground subsidence (Labrecque et al., 2009).
The climate of OCF is continental with cold winters (mean January temperature of
-31.1°C) and warm summers (mean July temperature of 14.6°C)(Lantz and Turner, 2015).
Continental climate and glaciolacustrine deposits make this area unique and different
from other thermokarst lake zones. Although the area is underlain by continuous ice-rich
permafrost, unlike other regions, such as Mackenzie River Delta, even shallow bedfast-ice
lakes display mean lake-bed temperatures above zero due to high summer air temperatures
(Roy-Léveillée, 2014). Lakes surrounded by boreal forest tend to accumulate more snow,
and therefore, develop thinner ice, while tundra lakes have a thinner, denser snow which
results in ice grounding (Duguay et al., 2003; Roy-Léveillée et al., 2014). To the best of
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Figure 3.1: Old Crow Flats, Yukon, Canada. The background image is an RGB Landsat
8 of May 31, 2020. Most lakes are still ice covered at this time of the year.
for the region of OCF. In light of this region’s unique climate and sediment type, active
thermokarst processes, and climate-driven vegetation changes, such as shrubification of the





4.1 SAR imagery and processing
The SAR scenes cover the time period between 1992 to 2021. For each year the scenes were
selected to cover the period from October to mid-March as densely as possible. Although
ice reaches its maximum thickness in the OCF in late March or early April, mid-March
was selected owing to the classification approach requirement for a consistent time-series
end date throughout the entire time period. For all the later dates, beyond mid-March,
one or more of the years had air temperatures above 0°C according to the weather station
located in the village of Old Crow located approximately 40 km to the south of the OCF.
Above 0°C temperatures lead to surface melt which, in turn, results in a decrease in radar
backscatter interfering with the discrimination between floating and bedfast ice (Duguay
and Lafleur, 2003). A dataset consisting of imagery from four C-band SAR space-borne
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platforms was compiled: Sentinel 1 (S1) (VV polarization), ERS 1 and 2 (ERS1/2) (VV
polarization), and RADARSAT 1 (R1) (HH polarization). The years covered by each
instrument and their specifications are listed in Table 4.1. In total 18 years of SAR scenes
across the 1992-2021 period were chosen as they offered a minimum of two scenes for each
month throughout the ice season (555 scenes in total, see Appendix).
S1, ERS 1/2, and R1 imagery was obtained from Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) -
an online data repository which allows access to a wide range of SAR raw (level 0) and
processed (levels 1 and 2) data. For S1, Radiometrically Terrain Corrected (RTC) level
2 products were downloaded from ASF. The RTC processing procedure calibrates the
images removing topographic effects and corrects for geometric distortions ensuring precise
geolocation. The process involves calibration, multi-looking to six looks, digital elevation
model (DEM) matching, radiometric calibration to sigma nought amplitude, and speckle
filtering. Images are subsequently terrain corrected and geocoded to WGS 84 / UTM zone
7N. The pixel size of the RTC product is determined by the resolution of the DEM utilized
in the correction process. The DEM used by the ASF is the National Elevation Dataset
(NED1), which has a native resolution of 1 arc second (approximately 30 m) yielding a
30-m final pixel size of SAR scenes.
The ERS1/2 and R1 data were available as level 1 products in a CEOS (Committee
on Earth Observation Satellites) format. They were processed using MapReady Remote
Sensing Tool Kit available from ASF. Analogously to the RTC processing chain, MapReady
allows to perform calibration to sigma nought, terrain correction using a manually uploaded
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DEM NED1 tile matching the extent of the study area, and geocoding to UTM Zone 7N,
datum WGS84.
Once all the three datasets were analysis-ready, further processing was done using
Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) available from the European Space Agency (ESA).
All the scenes were subset to the area of interest, namely the extent of OCF. Secondly,
ERS 1/2 and R1 were speckle filtered using a 7x7 Lee filter to match the speckle filtering
of the RTC S1 products. Finally, the scenes for each year (October to mid-March) were
co-registered using product geolocation to create stacks of SAR image time-series and
converted to a decibel (db) logarithmic scale traditionally used for C-band SAR analysis
(e.g., Brown et al., 2010; Engram et al., 2018; Filipponi, 2019).
It is important to note that the four SAR platforms differ significantly in terms of
spatial resolution/gird spacing, as well as spatial and temporal coverage. S1A provided
full coverage of the OCF at least every five days between October and mid-March when data
from both descending and ascending overpasses were used. Due to its relatively narrower
swath size (100 km), ERS 1/2 did not cover the OCF in their entirety and scenes were much
more sparse in time. Consequently, the majority of the OCF extent was covered only four
to eight times per ice season. However, for certain parts of the OCF, a more frequent but
irregular coverage was available. The wide swath ScanSAR imaging mode of RADARSAT-
1 allowed for full coverage of the OCF. However, the revisit time was extremely variable







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sentinel 1 ERS 1/2 RADARSAT 1
2020/2021 (28 full) March 15 2009/2010 (32; 7 full) March 4 2007/2008 (24 full) March 10
2019/2020 (41 full) March 13 2008/2009 (26; 7 full) March 19 2005/2006 (16 full) March 11
2018/2019 (37 full) March 14 1995/1996 (52; 9 full) March 13/16 2004/2005 (21 full) March 16
2017/2018 (36 full) March 12 1994/1995 (34; 6 full) March 16 2003/2004 (24 full) March 4
1993/1994 (25; 4 full) March 22 2002/2003 (32 full) March 13
1992 /1993 (30; 6 full) March 10 2001/2002 (45 full) March 14
2000/2001 (22; 16 full) March 13
1999/2000 (30) March 18
Table 4.2: Date of labeling and number of scenes by year (year (#of scenes), where full
indicates # of full coverage scenes of OCF).
4.2 Annotated dataset creation
Machine learning and deep learning algorithms, in particular, require extensive annotated
datasets to learn from. Therefore, a dataset consisting of 129,000 labeled backscatter
time-series was created. Labeling was done in SNAP by manually placing pins at locations
identified as either floating ice, bedfast ice, or land through visual assessment of the ice
regime/land on the last day of the time-series for a given season. This was done for each
of the 18-year SAR image stacks. Due to variable temporal coverage, the dates of labeling
range from March 4 to March 22 (Table 4.2). The labeling date was selected as close
as possible to mid-March, and for the dates that fell after mid-March, care was taken to
ensure that the air temperature on that day was below 0°C. Then, the backscatter values
at the locations identified by each pin were extracted for each of the scenes in a SAR stack,
creating time-series of labeled backscatter values for each year covering the October to
mid-March period.
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Labels were assigned based on the following three factors: 1) backscatter values, 2)
value of the projected incidence angle of the SAR pulse, and 3) location of the pixel
within the scene. Firstly, due to high dielectric contrast of water and ice, floating ice is
characterized by higher backscatter values, while bedfast ice displays low backscatter due
to the low dielectric contrast between ice and frozen sediments (Grunblatt and Atwood,
2014). Therefore, on a gray level scale floating ice appears bright (white to light gray),
whereas bedfast ice is dark (dark gray to black). Secondly, previous studies have shown
that backscatter intensity is dependent on incidence angle, and therefore can vary from
scene to scene and within the same scene (Bartsch et al., 2017; Duguay and Wang, 2019).
It has been noted in previous investigations that the threshold between bedfast and floating
ice becomes lower as the value of the projected incidence angle increases (Bartsch et al.,
2017). Hence, each scene was analyzed taking incidence angle into consideration. Finally,
location within the lake was helpful for identifying ice regimes, since shallower shore areas
tend to become bedfast, while deeper middle portions maintain liquid water under the ice
(Pointner et al., 2019). In addition, ponds are likely to freeze to bed in their entirety, while
bigger lakes display a combination of the two regimes. To distinguish between lakes and
the surrounding land, early fall scenes (e.g., October, Figure 4.1) were used as a reference
where water covered by very thin ice appears dark, while the land is bright due to the
roughness of its surface and vegetation volume scattering (Huang et al., 2018).
To gear the dataset for the deep learning classification, all the time-series had to have
equal length and temporal spacing. The total number of scenes for S1, ERS 1/2, and R1







Figure 4.1: An example of an early fall scene used for identifying lake outlines during the
labeling process (October 14, 2017, Sentinel 1). The greyscale corresponds to sigma nought
(db) values. Lake surfaces appear black, while the surrounding land is grey.
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resampling to a daily frequency and linear interpolation were applied to compensate for
the temporal irregularity of the data. Although the lake ice lifecycle is non-linear, previous
studies have shown that more complex interpolation methods have little influence on
classification accuracy (Pelletier et al., 2019b; Valero et al., 2016). The final time-series
consisted of 161 time steps (i.e., one time step per day) covering the time period between
October 4 and March 13.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show comparisons of the interpolated time-series by class and by
sensor. One can notice that the three classes are quite distinct. Both floating and bedfast
ice demonstrate an initial drop in backscatter as thin ice forms on the wind-roughened water
surface (Duguay and Lafleur, 2003). However, while floating ice backscatter gradually
increases throughout the ice season, the bedfast ice backscatter peaks around January and
then decreases as the ice becomes grounded (Figure 4.2) (Duguay and Lafleur, 2003). Land,
on the other hand, shows little variability throughout the ice season and is characterized
by a narrow range of backscatter values (Figure 4.2). In terms of sensor differences, S1 is
characterized by the clearest pattern due to its denser temporal and spatial coverage, while
ERS 1/2 appears to be the least structured (Figure 4.3). Nonetheless, the VV polarized
S1 and ERS 1/2 and HH polarized R1 appear to have enough intraclass similarity and
interclass distinctions to allow for successful temporal classification.
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Figure 4.2: HH and VV seasonal cycles for RADARSAT 1(HH), ERS (VV), and Sentinel
1 by class (each sensor is represented by a sample of 6 randomly selected pixels per graph).
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the three classes by sensor: Sentinel 1, ERS1/2, RADARSAT
1 (each class is represented by a sample of 100 randomly selected pixels per graph).
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4.3 Temporal Convolutional Neural Network
4.3.1 TempCNN
Although the field of remote sensing has been making use of machine learning techniques
since the early 1960s (Holloway and Mengersen, 2018), permafrost research has not leveraged
the full potential of deep learning tools. In this thesis, the temporal rather than spatial
component of ice backscatter evolution is explored. Therefore, a temporal convolutional
neural network (TempCNN) proposed by Pelletier et al. (2019) for land cover classification
of optical image time-series that incorporates both a spectral and a temporal dimension
was adopted. The study by Pelletier et al. (2019) shows that TempCNNs are more suitable
for large scale studies due to their lower computational complexity, higher classification
accuracy, and shorter training time than recurrent neural networks that are traditionally
used for sequential data (Minh et al., 2018; Ndikumana et al., 2018). Herein, the only
dimension of the data employed for the classification is the temporal dimension (1D
TempCNN). However, the network structure allows for expanding it to cover both temporal
and spectral dimensions (2D TempCNN). A TempCNN learns from the data by applying
multiple different filters, also referred to as kernels, to the input time-series at the pixel
level. A kernel of a given size constitutes a 1-dimensional array of values that convolves
across the time-series from left to right. The kernel slides across the time-series moving
at the stride defined by the user; in each position the values of the kernel are multiplied
element-wise by the values of the portion of the time-series they overlap. The summed
up resulting products become the part of the convolution output. This way, the number
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of time steps of the input sequence considered in each calculation is determined by the
size of the kernel. The information extracted by each kernel depends on the values that
constitute it. For instance, Figure 4.4 demonstrates an input and an output for kernels of
size 5 known as the gradient filter, the low-pass filter, and the high-pass filter that extract
the information on whether the gradient of the input time-series is increasing or decreasing
(Pelletier et al., 2019b), the trend of the time-series, and the cycling component of the time-
series, respectively. In a TempCNN, each input time-series undergoes a number of kernels
equal to the number of neurons (units) in a given convolutional layer. The best filters are
learned by the network through the training process to allow for accurate mapping of the
original input to the classification output of the final layer of the network.
4.3.2 TempCNN architecture
The TempCNN architecture used in this thesis is shown in Figure 4.5. The network consists
of three convolutional layers, each of which contains 64 different filters with a kernel size
of 5. Each filter is a one-dimensional array of weights that is multiplied with the input
time-series. Each of the filters transforms the input time-series extracting specific patterns
(Figure 4.4). Padding set to “same” in combination with the stride of the filter equal to
1 ensure that the input retains its size from one convolutional layer to the next. Pooling
layers commonly used after each of the convolutional layers were omitted based on the
findings of Pelletier et al. (2019) that showed that pooling not only does not contribute to
better performance but in fact reduces the overall accuracy. The three convolutional layers
are followed by a fully connected layer with 256 units. This layer performs the final class
40


















































































































































Figure 4.4: The four graphs illustrate application of 1-dimensional (1D) filters to time-
series that can be used by convolutional layers of a TempCNN for extraction of temporal
features. The red line represents original time-series, while the blue line denotes the filtered
time-series. Top-left: simple general curve transformed by a gradient filter; top-right: a
more complex curve that resembles floating ice transformed by a gradient filter; bottom-
left: a curve resembling floating ice transformed by a low-pass filter; bottom-right: a curve
resembling floating ice transformed by a high-pass filter.
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assignment based on the final output of the convolution process. Finally, the softmax layer
converts the probabilities output by the fully connected layer into class probabilities that
sum up to 1. Ultimately, this information can be either used to create probability maps
or transformed using an argmax function that selects the highest probability and assigns
a class to each pixel.
The network was trained using an activation function called Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU). Once the input has been transformed by a convolutional unit, it is subsequently
transformed by an activation function that introduces non-linearity to the model. The
ReLU function outputs the input directly if it is positive and returns zero when faced
with a zero or a negative input. Overfitting is a common deep learning problem. Overfit
models perform extremely well on the training data, but generalize poorly to unseen data.
In this thesis, the TempCNN incorporates four techniques that ensure that the model is
well-trained, but at the same time able to perform well on new data: batch normalization,
early stopping (patience = 10 epochs) controlled by a validation set that constitutes 5% of
the training set, the dropout technique (rate = 0.5), and L2-regularization (l2 = 1 ∗ 10−6).
4.3.3 TempCNN architecture selection
In order to identify the best architecture a cross validation procedure was utilized. Out of
18 years of data, one year was reserved for final testing, while the remaining 17 years were
used for identifying the best model structure. The aim of the cross-validation procedure

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 8 16 32 64 64 HP 64 long 128
mean 0.8828 0.9021 0.9105 0.9135 0.9224 0.9156 0.9192 0.9139
median 0.9290 0.9372 0.9564 0.9309 0.9644 0.9550 0.9597 0.9541
interquartile range 0.1539 0.1178 0.1192 0.1016 0.0959 0.0884 0.1152 0.1152
Table 4.3: Mean, median, IQR.
convolutional layer while keeping other elements of the structure constant (Figure 4.5).
TempCNN with each number of units was trained on 16 years of data and tested on one
year of data 17 times each time leaving a different year out for testing. The sets of 17
experiments were performed eight times. The results of each set of experiments in terms of
overall accuracy are shown in a box-plot form in Figure 4.6 and summarized in Table 4.3.
Based on the value of the median, interquartile range (IQR), length of the whiskers, and
number of outliers, architecture with 64 convolutional units was identified as the best. In
addition, two more sets of 17 experiments were carried out: 1) the input data was filtered
prior to training using a Hodrick-Prescott filter (Hodrick and Prescott, 1997) that extracts
the trend removing the cycling component; and 2) the original data was used to train the
TempCNN model for a predefined number of epochs (40; with early stopping the average
number of training epochs was 20). While in terms of IQR and number of outliers the
filtered set performed better, the 64-unit architecture trained on the original data for a
number of epochs determined by the early stopping technique performed better in terms
of overall accuracy (median and length of the whiskers). As such, this architecture was
selected as the best model and was subsequently used for creating lake ice maps.
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4 8 16 32 64 64 HP 64 long 128

















Figure 4.6: Temporal cross validation. 64 HP - 64 units convolutional layers filtered using
Hodrick-Prescott filter, 64 long - original dataset trained for 45 epochs each (no early
stopping).
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4.3.4 TempCNN training and testing
Once the best model architecture was identified, the TempCNN model classification accuracy
was evaluated through 15 more experiments to account for the stochastic nature of the
neural network training process (Pelletier et al., 2019b). The training and testing were
performed 15 times, consisting of three sets of five runs each split for training and testing
differently. The first set randomly split the dataset into 80% for training and 20% for
testing, this way incorporating data from all the years into both the training and the test
set. The second set was trained on 15 years and tested on three years, where each test year
was obtained by a different sensor. The third set was tested on 17 years of data and tested
on the 18th year of S1, 2020/2021. This year was singled out for testing as it was initially
reserved for validation and was not part of the dataset used to determine the best deep
learning architecture in a cross-validation procedure outlined in the previous section (Wu
et al., 2021). The model trained on points from all years of the SAR dataset was selected
for the creation of lake ice regime maps. Although it is most likely worse at generalizing
to unseen years and areas than other models, it produced better overall accuracy, and
therefore is more likely to create high-quality maps for the purpose of ice regime change
analysis. Other models generated by the experiment have been saved and will be used for
future work.
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4.4 Creation of ice regime maps using TempCNN
Prior to classification, SAR image stacks had to be interpolated to a daily frequency
covering the period of time between October 4 to March 13 to match the temporal frequency
of the time-series used for model training. Linear interpolation was done utilizing python
programming language and the tools of pandas module. Interpolation not only filled the
temporal gaps, but also replaced any missing or Not a Number (NaN) values, especially
common for ERS1/2 and scene fringes. However, it is important to mention that linear
interpolation is possible only between two values. For ERS1/2 very few scenes covered
the OCF in their entirety, therefore some of the locations where missing the initial value
and had to be filled with the nearest backscatter values within the same scene to allow for
further interpolation.
Once the SAR stacks for 18 years were interpolated and each consisted of 161 scenes,
the trained TempCNN model was used to create ice regime classification maps consisting
of three classes: floating ice, bedfast ice, and land. Apart from outputting a classification
map, TempCNN also provided probability maps for each class, where the value of each
pixel corresponded to the probability of this pixel to belong to this specific class. The
value of the three probability maps for a given pixel added up to 1. After classification, all
the maps were subset using a mask created from a DEM. For consistency and subsequent
change detection purposes, only areas with an elevation below 330 m were included. In
addition, this step allowed to exclude high elevation mountainous areas surrounding the
OCF that appear very bright in SAR imagery and could be misclassified as floating ice.
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4.5 Accuracy assessment and comparison with lake
ice model simulations
Due to the very limited ice regime (floating and bedfast) field observations, the accuracy
assessment was challenging. In terms of field measurements, a set of bathymetry measurements
collected in the OCF in late July 2000 were available. In addition, a small set of field
measurements was collected in taiga and tundra zones of the OCF in spring of 2009 and
2021. Data collection included some or all of the following characteristics: ice thickness,
ice regime, lake depth, temperature of the underlying sediment, and snow depth and
density. Given the limited number of field measurements, lake ice thickness estimates
were also obtained for comparison via simulations with the Canadian Lake Ice Model
(CLIMo) (Duguay et al., 2003) over the period 1992-2021. CLIMo is a one-dimensional
thermodynamic model designed for the simulation of lake ice formation, ice-growth and ice
decay processes. The model has been shown to perform well for the simulation of ice dates
and thickness on small (shallow) and large (deep) northern lakes (e.g., Brown and Duguay,
2011a; Duguay et al., 2003; Gunn et al., 2015b; Jeffries et al., 2005a; Kheyrollah Pour et al.,
2017; Ménard et al., 2002; Surdu et al., 2014). In this study, CLIMo was forced with mean
daily air temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, snow fall, and cloud cover produced
from ERA-5 (global atmospheric reanalysis data, produced using ECMWF model freely
available through the Copernicus Climate Change Service). In the simulations, lake depth
was specified as 2 m. Snow density was set to 175 kg/m3 for lakes located in the taiga
zone and 300 kg/m3 for those in the tundra zone. The density values were chosen based
on the combination of limited field measurements and range of typical values reported in
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the literature (Duguay et al., 2003; Jeffries et al., 2005a).
Bathymetric measurements of July 2000 were matched with the corresponding TempCNN
predicted classes based on geolocation and analyzed in the context of CLIMo simulated ice
thickness for the same year. Ice regime observations made in early April of 2009 and 2021
were also matched with the TempCNN classification output. Finally, in order to assess the
accuracy of all the classified ice regime maps, the temporal ice regime change of one of the
big OCF lakes was analyzed in the context of CLIMo ice thickness simulations for March
13 of each year. Other factors, such as possible water level fluctuations, were also taken
into account by visually analyzing Landsat optical imagery and looking at precipitation
data provided by Environment Canada.
4.6 Ice regime change analysis
In order to assess ice regime changes that took place in the OCF over the past three
decades, change detection between the first (1992/1993) and the last (2020/2021) year of
the series was performed, in addition to annual changes between all the available years.
Due to the significant differences in spatial resolution (and grid spacing) between R1 and
the other two satellite platforms, R1 scenes were compared only to each other (2000-2008).
ERS 1/2 classified maps were resampled to match the pixel size of S1 (30 m) allowing for
change detection between the four satellite missions (ERS1/2; S1A/B). Change maps were
obtained using a simple raster calculation: (Date1 ∗ 10) +Date2, which created an output
where a two-digit number corresponded to the original class (1st digit) and the subsequent
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class (2nd digit). When the two digits were the same, it indicated no change. Focus
was placed on identifying changes between ice regimes and transitions between ice and
land classes. The observed changes were analyzed in the context of CLIMo ice thickness




5.1 TempCNN classification accuracy assessment
Our study shows that temporal deep learning offers a comprehensive framework that does
not require a lake mask, as is the case for other studies on the topic of floating and
bedfast ice mapping from SAR, and automatically classifies SAR imagery into three classes:
floating ice, bedfast ice, and land. This approach offers high-quality ice regime maps for
Sentinel 1 (S1), ERS 1/2 (ERS), and RADARSAT 1 (R1). Figures 5.1,5.2, and 5.3 show
examples of TempCNN classification output for S1, R1, and ERS, respectively (all maps
can be found in the Appendix). Although all the years were classified using the same deep
learning model, map quality is dependent on the quality of the input SAR data. Spatial
and especially temporal resolution of imagery through the ice season have a significant
impact on the output of temporal classification. S1 data having a pixel size of 30 m and a
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regular full coverage of the study area produced the best results, clearly separating the lake
and the land classes. ERS is heavily affected by speckle noise, due to high original spatial
resolution and small pixel size of 12.5 m and an irregular and sparse temporal coverage.
In fact, available ERS scenes provided full coverage of the study area only 4-8 times in
the lake ice season. Therefore, an extensive linear interpolation was employed to fill in
the temporal gaps. R1 temporal coverage varies from year to year and has lower spatial
resolution and a large pixel size of 100 m. Consequently, it suffers less from speckle noise
and is able to capture lake shapes. However, smaller patches of bedfast ice and completely
bedfast small ponds do not appear due to the coarser spatial resolution that cannot resolve
smaller waterbodies compared to ERS and S1. It should be noted that years with high
temporal resolution and more regular frequency showed better results for all three sensors.
As has been mentioned in Chapter 4, the TempCNN model classification accuracy
was evaluated through 15 experiments. Table 5.1 presents the overall accuracy of the 15
experiments. The overall accuracy ranges from 91-99%. It should be noted that the model
appears to be very sensitive to exclusion of certain years from that dataset. The sensitivity
is likely attributed to temporal sparseness and irregular frequency of scenes. Especially for
ERS, backscatter time-series vary significantly from year to year in terms of shape based
on the missing time-periods. Although linear interpolation fills in the gaps, the major
features of the lifecycle can be lost.
The following pattern emerged when analyzing confusion matrices from all experiments:








Figure 5.1: TempCNN classification output for Sentinel 1, March 2021, OCF, Yukon
Canada.
Test set 20% 3 years 1 year
Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Overall accuracy 99.6 99.49 99.66 99.70 99.59 92.33 90.55 92.78 91.70 90.62 91.80 96.51 94.68 90.62 96.04
Mean accuracy 99.61 91.60 93.93
Mean of means 95.05

















Figure 5.3: TempCNN classification output for ERS, March 1993, OCF, Yukon Canada.
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three classes; the models tested on three years had most significant misclassification of land
as bedfast ice; and the models tested on one year of S1 had most significant misclassifications
of floating ice as bedfast ice. Land misclassification may be caused by the fact that the
OCF is a wetland with varying distribution of surface water (water extent and level) that
are frequently changing. Backscatter evolution of areas that have standing water will
be very similar to that of bedfast lake ice making the distinction between the two classes
challenging. It has been mentioned by a few researchers (e.g., Engram et al., 2018; Pointner
et al., 2019), that deeper thermokarst lakes often display darker (low backscatter) patches
of floating ice in their centers. Some lakes of the OCF manifest such patterns. Moreover,
some of the years have characteristic dark spots in most of the lakes. Some of the recent
studies (e.g., Engram et al., 2020; Pointner and Bartsch, 2020) suggest that the dark
spots pattern could be a result of local ice thinning or complete melt caused by methane
ebullition. Although these patterns have been accounted for in the labeled dataset as
floating ice, the model still appears to struggle with some of those cases. Antonova et
al. (2016) and Engram et al. (2018) also suggest that temperature of the underlying
sediments, and whether they are fully frozen or not once the ice has become bedfast, could
have an impact on the SAR backscatter.
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5.2 Assessment against field observations and lake ice
thickness simulations
Although an extensive accuracy assessment has been performed using the labeled dataset,
the model prediction is only as accurate as the labeled data provided for its training
and testing. Most of the field work conducted in the OCF is performed in summer
(Labrecque et al., 2009; Lantz and Turner, 2015; Turner et al., 2010). Winter lake ice
observations are largely non-existent for the OCF so that little is known about the actual
ice regime (floating and bedfast ice) patterns of its lakes. As such, due to the lack of
ground truthing, the labeled dataset used for model training was created from visual
interpretation of SAR and optical imagery and, therefore, could contain erroneous labeling.
In order to leverage the few field observations available to us and ice thickness simulated
using CLIMo, classification results were compared against point lake depth measurements
collected in 2000, observations of ice thickness and lake depth (or ice regime) at drilling
holes collected in early April 2009 and 2021, and ice thickness model output from CLIMo.
CLIMo simulated ice thickness has been successfully used in absence or in addition to
limited field observations to provide context for SAR-derived lake ice regime findings by
Surdu et al. (2014) and Antonova et al. (2016).
The lake ice regime is determined by multiple factors, including atmospheric conditions
such as air temperature and snow accumulation on the ice surface (i.e. depth and density),
which is impacted by wind and the presence/absence of vegetation cover surrounding the
lake (forest and shrubs) (Duguay et al., 2003; Jeffries et al., 2005a). Another obvious
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control on the lake ice regime is lake bathymetry; areas that exceed the depth of maximum
ice thickness remain afloat, while shallower areas become bedfast (Arp et al., 2011). As
such, point lake depth measurements collected in the OCF in late July 2000 were compared
with the ice regime classification produced by the TempCNN model for the mid-March
of 2000. Vegetation is another important factor. The OCF is a forest-tundra ecotone
and while some lakes are surrounded by tundra, namely dwarf shrubs and herbaceous
plants, some are located in deciduous, coniferous, or mixed forest, and others are fringed
by a combination of tundra and forest environments (Turner et al., 2014). In tundra
environments, wind controls snow depth and density, which have a greater influence on the
ice thickness than air temperature (Brown and Duguay, 2010; Roy-Léveillée et al., 2014).
For lakes surrounded by tundra the snow cover is expected to be thinner and denser
leading to faster ice growth (Roy-Léveillée, 2014). In contrast, for taiga lakes surrounded
by mixed and deciduous forest that facilitates greater loose snow accumulation providing
insulation, ice growth is hindered (Roy-Léveillée, 2014). Figure 5.4 shows a plot of lake
depths against mid-March SAR backscatter where the color of the points indicates the
class predicted by TempCNN, while the shape refers to the surrounding vegetation (tundra,
taiga, or combination of the two). In addition, the horizontal lines indicate the ice thickness
simulated with CLIMo for mid-March of 2000 for two different snow scenarios. The line
labeled as “CLIMo taiga ice thickness” represents a scenario of 100% snow cover and
175 kg/m3snow density, while the line labeled as “CLIMo tundra ice thickness” represents
a snow scenario of 50% snow cover and 300 kg/m3 snow density.
The three bedfast (dark blue) locations align well with the CLIMo results (Tables
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CLIMo taiga ice thickness
CLIMo tundra ice thickness







Figure 5.4: Matching TempCNN output with lake depths collected in 2000. Horizontal
lines indicate CLIMo ice thickness predictions for taiga (0.72 m) and tundra (1.21 m)
environments. RADARSAT 1 SAR time-series were used for ice regime classification.
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5.4 and 5.5). The two tundra bedfast locations (dark blue circles) correspond to depths
shallower than the CLIMo simulated ice thickness for tundra, while the one bedfast location
surrounded by taiga (dark blue square) falls above the CLIMo simulated ice thickness for
taiga. All of the tundra, taiga, and mixed vegetation locations with depths greater than the
CLIMo simulated tundra ice thickness are classified as floating by the TempCNN indicating
its accuracy. Out of the four floating ice points that fall in between the two CLIMo
simulated values, two are surrounded by taiga (light blue triangles) and logically fall below
the CLIMo simulated taiga ice thickness, while the remaining two points are surrounded
by tundra (light blue circle) and mixed vegetation (light blue square). It is difficult to
claim with certainty whether the two latter points are a TempCNN misclassification or
are a result of local snow cover and vegetation variations as CLIMo output is sensitive to
the input values of snow depth and density. As to the two points classified as land (green
circles), one of them belongs to a lake that contains floating vegetation (Turner et al., 2014)
that could contribute to the confusion between floating ice and land, while the second one
belongs to a small pond whose backscatter signal was likely diluted in the surrounding
land signal due to low spatial resolution and large pixel size of R1. Looking at Figure 5.4
it can be noticed that the deeper the lake, the lower is the backscatter of floating ice. This
relationship contributes to the challenge of distinguishing between floating and bedfast ice
in deeper lakes noted by a few researchers (Duguay and Wang, 2019; Engram et al., 2018;
Pointner et al., 2019).
Apart from depth measurements, a small amount of ice thickness data was collected
in OCF in April of 2009 and 2021. The results can be seen in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. For
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1 bedfast 67 46 <0 -18 bedfast
2 bedfast 79 37 0.5 -16.4 bedfast
3 floating 77 49 0.5 -10.17 floating
4 floating 81 39 0.5 -9.36 floating
Table 5.2: Field data collected in April 2021 on a small lake located beside the drained
basin of Zelma Lake.
2021, the ice regime of the four points matches the TempCNN classification output. The
field-observed ice thickness is between 77-81 cm, which is consistent with the taiga CLIMo
prediction for the early April of 2021 (Figure 5.5). Table 5.2 also illustrates the effect of
snow depth on the ice growth, as thicker snow above drill hole 3 corresponds to thinner
ice, and thinner snow above drill hole 4 leads to thicker ice. For 2009, the first eight drill
holes were made in tundra, where ice grows thicker (Table 5.3). All of the tundra drill
hole locations were classified correctly by the TempCNN, with six floating ice locations
(ice thickness less than lake depth), and two bedfast ice locations (ice thickness equal to
lake depth). In taiga (two last drill holes), the ice is noticeably thinner. While one of the
points was correctly classified as floating, the last drill hole was misclassified as land. This
could be a result of the drill hole being close to the lake shore which in combination with
low spatial resolution leads to mixing of backscatter contributions from the lake and the
surrounding taiga.
Finally, using an example of a lake traditionally known as Husky Lake, we discuss the
TempCNN ice regime classification (Figure 5.6) in the context of CLIMo simulated ice
thickness over the 30-year time period (1993-2021) (Figure 5.5, Table 5.5). Due to the
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1 109 154 floating floating tundra
2 124 208 floating floating tundra
3 125 145 floating floating tundra
4 130 200 floating floating tundra
5 140 232 floating floating tundra
6 102.5 102.5 bedfast bedfast tundra
7 151 151 bedfast bedfast tundra
8 132.5 213 floating floating tundra
9 77.5 232 floating floating taiga
10 100 191 floating land taiga
Table 5.3: Field data collection in the OCF in April 2009.
fact that Husky Lake is surrounded mainly by dwarf shrubs and herbaceous vegetation,
tundra CLIMo simulation results were used. Aligning CLIMo simulated ice thickness with
TempCNN classification results (Table 5.5) it was noticed that all years with simulated
ice thickness equal to or thinner than 1.14 m were classified as floating ice, while all years
with simulated ice thickness equal to or greater than 1.29 m were classified as bedfast.
Years with simulated ice thickness ranging between 1.21 m and 1.23 m fluctuated between
the two ice regimes. This could be attributed to the fact that CLIMo has a general
uncertainty of approximately 0.05-0.06 m (Duguay et al., 2003) which could explain the
fluctuations. In addition, according to Tondu (2012), depth of Husky Lake is approximately
1 m based on 2010/2011 observations. As such, CLIMo results for tundra are most likely
overestimating ice thickness, while taiga simulation are underestimating it. Consequently,
years where CLIMo simulated ice thickness ranged between 1.21 m and 1.23 m were likely
characterized by ice thickness very close to the depth of Husky Lake, resulting in different
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1993 1994 1995 1996 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
max ITh 0.81 0.81 0.80 0.85 0.86 0.80 0.82 0.81 0.84
Mar 13 ITh 0.72 0.71 0.74 0.74 0.72 0.70 0.73 0.73 0.71
2005 2006 2008 2009 2010 2018 2019 2020 2021
max ITh 0.82 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.76 0.74 0.74 0.78 0.81
Mar 13 ITh 0.74 0.70 0.69 0.72 0.69 0.67 0.67 0.72 0.77
Table 5.4: CLIMo simulated ice thickness for OCF taiga: maximum ice thickness and
March 13 ice thickness. Ice thickness value highlighted in red was used for 2000 field data
analysis.
ice regimes for different years. The two years where CLIMo results seemed to contradict
the TempCNN predictions were 2006 (1.19 m CLIMo simulated ice thickness; bedfast label)
and 1996 (1.32 CLIMo simulated ice thickness; floating label). It is worth noting that ice
thickness is not the only factor that dictates lake ice regime. Fluctuating lake water levels
could result in different ice regimes given the same winter atmospheric conditions (Surdu
et al., 2014). Therefore, mismatch between CLIMo and TempCNN predictions is most
likely rooted in the water level difference. As is shown in Figure 5.7, the summer preceding
spring of 2006 was characterized by lower water levels (drier year) based on visual analysis
of Landsat optical imagery. Lower water level could potentially explain ice grounding in
spite of thinner CLIMo simulated ice thickness. For 1996, on the other hand, the reason
for floating ice regime, despite greater than usual CLIMo simulated ice thickness, was not
identified. However, it is important to note that CLIMo simulations can be impacted by
the quality of the atmospheric forcings input data. Visual analysis of mid-March SAR





















































































CLIMo simulated ice thickness for OCF taiga (1992-2021)
ice thickness
ice thickness on March 13
snow depth
snow depth on March 13
















































































CLIMo simulated ice thickness for OCF tundra (1992-2021)
ice thickness
ice thickness on March 13
snow depth
snow depth on March 13
Snow scenario: 50%, Latitude: 68.0, Depth of mix layer: 2 m, Dry snow density: 300 kg m 3
Figure 5.5: CLIMo simulated ice thickness for OCF (top: simulation of taiga environment;
bottom: simulation of tundra environment).
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Figure 5.6: Husky Lake TempCNN predicted ice regime (1993-2021).
1993 1994 1995 1996 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
max ITh 1.37 1.38 1.37 1.48 1.41 1.33 1.53 1.47 1.41
Mar 13 ITh 1.22 1.23 1.23 1.32 1.21 1.14 1.35 1.29 1.21
2005 2006 2008 2009 2010 2018 2019 2020 2021
max ITh 1.36 1.37 1.52 1.39 1.36 1.28 1.20 1.55 1.47
Mar 13 ITh 1.21 1.19 1.33 1.22 1.22 1.14 1.08 1.40 1.39
Table 5.5: CLIMo simulated ice thickness for OCF tundra: maximum ice thickness and
March 13 ice thickness. Years highlighted in red had floating ice according to TempCNN.
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Figure 5.7: Husky Lake water level changes visible on Landsat imagery between summers
of 2004 and 2005.
5.3 Ice regime change analysis
With the goal of analyzing changes in the ice regime of lakes within the OCF, this study
yielded 18 lake ice regime maps from 1993 - 2021 created using SAR image time-series and
the trained TempCNN deep learning model. The classified maps contain three classes,
where two classes characterize the lake surface: bedfast ice and floating ice, and the
remaining class encompasses the surrounding land area, which includes tundra, boreal
forest, and more.
Performing change detection between the first (1993) and the last years of the dataset
(2021), reveals a transition of 83 km2 from bedfast to floating ice regime. However, 187 km2
of floating ice shifted to a bedfast state. In addition, over the 30-year period, 148 km2
transitioned from land to water reflecting active erosion processes (Roy-Roy-Léveillée and
Burn, 2015), out of which 62 km2 transitioned from land to bedfast ice, and 86 km2
transitioned from land to floating ice. Figure 5.8 highlights the lake ice regime transitions
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in dark and light blue, and also shows areas that switched from ice to land in green. The
three insets illustrate each of the change types. According to ERA5 atmospheric data and
CLIMo ice thickness simulations, the winters of 1993 was warmer than the winter of 2021
with the maximum ice thickness of 0.81m for taiga in both years and 1.37m and 1.47m
in 1993 and 2021, respectively, for tundra. In mid-March, the simulated ice thickness was
0.72m for taiga and 1.22m for tundra in 1993 and 0.77m for taiga and 1.39m for tundra
in 2021. Greater ice thickness simulated for 2021 helps explain part of the transition from
floating to bedfast regime as for shallow flat-bottomed OCF lakes a 5-17 cm difference
in ice thickness could allow for ice grounding. Moreover, as has been mentioned above,
water levels play a significant role in winter lake ice conditions. As indicated by Lantz and
Turner (2015) who studied OCF lake area changes in response to thermokarst processes
and climate change between 1950 and 2009, the annual rate of lake drainage has increased
4-5 times in the recent decades. Looking at the change map, one can notice multiple
locations where the significant ice regime change was indeed caused by significant changes
in water level, in particular lake drainage and refills.
Firstly, let us look in more detail at Netro Lake that represents the most significant
transition to a floating ice regime. Figure 5.9 illustrates its gradual transition from mostly
bedfast to a mostly floating ice regime. It has been reported by Labrecque et al. (2009) that
Netro Lake drained catastrophically losing 10.51 km2 between 1972 and 2001. However, it
appears that Netro Lake has not only refilled, regaining a lot of its area back, but has also
transitioned to a floating ice regime.
The second example is Zelma Lake. Zelma Lake drained catastrophically in summer











Figure 5.8: Change detection between 1993 (ERS) and 2021 (Sentinel 1) ice regime maps.
Dark blue represents transition from floating to bedfast ice regime; light blue shows
transition from bedfast to floating ice regime; green stands for transition from floating
ice regime to land. The inset map in the top left corner is a zoomed in view of the area
highlighted as a green rectangle on the main map; top right corner - dark blue rectangle;
bottom right corner – light blue rectangle.
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Figure 5.9: Netro Lake TempCNN predicted ice regime (1993-2021).
of a few weeks (Lantz and Turner, 2015; Turner et al., 2010). The drainage exposed
approximately 5.2 km2(Turner et al., 2010) of lakebed leaving behind shallow remnant
ponds. Figure 5.10 illustrates ice regime changes over the course of the past 30 years.
A significant reduction of lake area can clearly be seen between 2006 and 2008 maps. It
should also be noted that the ice regime after the drainage has mostly become bedfast
for years 2009, 2010, 2020, and 2021 following the drainage. The fact that 2018 and 2019
contain patches of floating ice in deeper areas can be explained by these two years being
significantly warmer than the others resulting in thinner ice (Figure 5.5).
The two other lakes that experienced drainage events in the recent years are referred to
as Lake #1 and #2 in Figure 5.8. Lake #1 and #2 presumably drained in 2017 and 2018,
respectively, and therefore are not mentioned in the study of Lantz and Turner (2015).
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 present lake ice regime change detection between 2010 and 2018 for
both lakes. Change maps reveal extensive transition to a bedfast lake ice regime (dark
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Figure 5.10: Zelma Lake TempCNN predicted ice regime (1993-2021).
blue) as the lakes drained and became shallower. Both change maps are supplemented
with Landsat images that clearly demonstrate exposed land at lake edges. It is worth
noting that extensive lake drainage (192 lakes) has been recently documented for nearby
northwestern Alaska in 2018 and explained by winter 2017/2018 being the warmest and
wettest on record (Nitze et al., 2020).
It is important to consider that a variety of simultaneous processes are working to
modify the OCF landscape. For instance, while larger lakes drain losing surface area,
smaller ponds are forming and expanding through permafrost thaw and erosion processes
(Labrecque et al., 2009; Roy-Léveillée and Burn, 2010; Roy-Roy-Léveillée and Burn, 2015)
as is illustrated in Figure 5.8. However, based on the above examples, it appears that the
ice regime changes are significantly impacted by drainage events driven by a combination
of climate change and thermokarst processes (Labrecque et al., 2009; Lantz and Turner,
2015).
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Figure 5.11: Lake #1: Transition from floating to bedfast ice regime between 2010 and
2018 (left). Water level changes visible on Landsat imagery between summers of 2016
(center) and 2017 (right).
Figure 5.12: Lake #2: Transition from floating to bedfast ice regime between 2010 and
2018 (left). Water level changes visible on Landsat imagery between summers of 2017
(center) and 2018 (right).
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To capture inter-annual changes that occurred with lake ice regimes, change detection
was performed between each year of the available data. Due to a significantly larger
pixel size of R1, it was analyzed separately from ERS and S1 that were resampled to the
same pixel size of 30 m to allow for change detection. Table 5.6 and Figure 5.13 quantify
and illustrate inter-annual ice regime transitions and transitions between floating ice and
land which are assumed to capture lake drainage and expansion. For instance, summer
of 2007 was characterized by high precipitation, leading to drainage events (Ex. Zelma
Lake). Those events are captured in the spike in floating ice to land transition evident
in 2009 on the bottom graph of Figure 5.13 (2009 represents the change that took place
between 1996 and 2009, including 2007). In addition, the changes between 2010 and 2018
appear to be greater than between any other two years in terms of ice regimes (Figure
5.13, top graph). Transitions from floating to bedfast ice and vice versa are occurring
simultaneously in different OCF locations with the dominating process changing from year
to year. However, the change detection between the very first (1993) and the very last
(2021) year indicate a more dominant transition to bedfast ice regime. Lake drainage is
















1993 vs 1994 144 150 179 floating
1994 vs 1995 90 149 129 floating
1995 vs 1996 83 93 88 floating
2000 vs 2001 70 25 179 bedfast
2001 vs 2002 44 56 74 floating
2002 vs 2003 72 30 79 bedfast
2003 vs 2004 25 124 215 floating
2004 vs 2005 129 29 88 bedfast
2005 vs 2006 36 163 222 floating
2006 vs 2008 44 20 138 bedfast
1996 vs 2009 150 67 285 bedfast
2009 vs 2010 112 49 117 bedfast
2010 vs 2018 263 130 95 bedfast
2018 vs 2019 84 223 54 floating
2019 vs 2020 138 157 47 floating
2020 vs 2021 99 32 25 bedfast
1993 vs 2021 187 83 197 bedfast
Table 5.6: Inter-annual change in regimes.
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Changes in Ice Regime



























Change Detection: Lake Drainages and Expansion
Figure 5.13: Change detection analysis (top: ice regime transitions; bottom: water and
land transitions). The height of each bar in both charts represents the area in km2 that
transitioned between the two ice regimes (top chart) and floating ice regime and land





Automated mapping of lake ice regimes from C-band SAR is an important but challenging
task. The main classification issues encountered in previous studies are the lower backscatter
of deeper floating ice areas, presence of cracks and small patches of thin ice, water salinity,
presence of wet snow, dependence of backscatter on incidence angle of the instrument, and
specificity of the threshold value or function to a study area or an instrument (Bartsch
et al., 2017; Duguay et al., 2002; Duguay and Wang, 2019; Grunblatt and Atwood, 2014;
Pointner et al., 2019). In an attempt to tackle the challenges of lake ice regime automated
classification and propose a more universal classification method, in this work we explored
a temporal deep learning approach in application to lake ice regime mapping from C-band
SAR time-series. Scenes covering the period of time from October to mid-March for each
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year of data were obtained from Sentinel 1, ERS 1 and 2, and RADARSAT 1 and were
used to create an extensive annotated dataset of time-series each labeled as either floating
ice, bedfast ice, or land based on the ice regime on the last day of the series. A temporal
convolutional neural network (TempCNN) was trained and tested using the annotated
dataset. The trained network, in turn, was employed to create lake ice maps of the Old
Crow Flats, Yukon, Canada covering a period of 29 years from 1993 to 2021. The ice
regime maps allowed to perform ice regime change detection analysis.
It was found that the TempCNN approach offers a comprehensive automatic classification
framework suitable for different polarizations (HH and VV), SAR platforms, and years.
In addition, it does not require a lake mask, in contrast to all the previously proposed
methods (Bartsch et al., 2017; Duguay and Wang, 2019; Engram et al., 2018; Pointner
et al., 2019). However, it was also found that the accuracy of the lake ice maps is heavily
dependent on the temporal density and quality of the input data. Sentinel 1 time-series
produced the best maps due to a combination of spatial resolution appropriate for the
task, dense temporal coverage, and full spatial coverage of Old Crow Flats. The ice map
accuracy was validated using a small set of field measurements and CLIMo simulated
ice thickness. Field bathymetry data and ice regime measurements aligned well with the
TempCNN classification output. It was noted that effects of surrounding vegetation on the
ice thickness are important to consider, as some of OCF lakes are surrounded by tundra,
some by boreal forest, and some by a combination of the two. In terms of inter-annual
changes, lake ice regimes aligned well with the CLIMo predicted ice thickness, confirming
its sensitivity to atmospheric conditions. Apart from ice thickness, water level of the lakes
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was suggested to have a significant impact on the ice regime inter-annual variability. No
long-term transition to an increased number of floating ice lakes was observed. On the
contrary, it was noticed that the area covered by bedfast ice has increased over the 29-
year period. Analyzing changes in ice regime in the context of an increased frequency of
catastrophic lake drainages driven by climate change and thermokarst processes, in addition
to a significant number of lakes experiencing bidirectional changes in water area, and
lakes exhibiting gradual reduction in water area (Lantz and Turner, 2015), it was noticed
that lake drainages are often associated with the transition from a floating to a bedfast
ice regime. Further investigation is required to assess the influence of widespread lake
drainages and the transition to shallower bedfast lakes on the condition of the underlying
permafrost taking into account vegetation succession associated with lake drainages and
climate change (Lantz, 2017).
6.2 Recommendations for future work
This study demonstrates the promising potential of a temporal deep learning approach
to C-band SAR lake ice regime automated classification. However, when working with
deep learning it is essential to understand that the result is only as accurate as the
annotated dataset used for neural network training, validation, and testing. Therefore,
in order to create a truly robust temporal deep learning model an extensive field data
collection including ice regimes and lake bathymetry is indispensable. This will not only
allow for creation of a highly accurate labeled dataset, but also for a highly reliable accuracy
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assessment. In this work we have relied on a general assumption that shallower lake fringes
generally freeze to bed while deeper lake centers remain afloat. However, for flat-bottomed
OCF lakes (Roy-Roy-Léveillée and Burn, 2015), this assumption does not necessarily hold
true. For instance, some lakes appeared to have very dark middle and bright edges. This
pattern could be explained by greater snow accumulation at the margins or the contribution
of the surrounding shrubs to volume scattering. In addition, flat lakebeds with slight local
depth variations could lead to isolated patches of bedfast ice surrounded by floating ice,
which are generally considered to be misclassified. As such, ground truth is essential for
designing an accurate classification algorithm. In addition, the current temporal deep
learning model learns only from the temporal component of the data. In future work,
incorporation of the spatial component could greatly reduce misclassifications associated
with deeper regions with dark signatures. Furthermore, a study by Wang et al. (2020)
indicates a significant shrubification trend in the arctic-boreal northwestern North America.
Shrubification could potentially lead to greater snow accumulation and reduced ice growth,
particularly near lake shores, resulting in a transition of affected lakes to a floating ice
regime. Consequently, for developing a better understanding of underlying causes of ice
regime transitions, it would be valuable to investigate ice regime trends in the context of
OCF shrubification. Finally, the temporal resolution of the analyses can be improved by
taking advantage of other C-band SAR platforms, such as Envisat ASAR, RADARSAT 2,
and the recently launched RADARSAT Constellation Mission (RCM).
In conclusion, this work provides a strong baseline for future development of deep
learning automated classification algorithms that incorporate the temporal components
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of lake ice evolution. Furthermore, the high spatial and temporal resolution provided
by the Sentinel 1 mission combined with the future altimetry Surface Water and Ocean
Topography (SWOT) mission (due for launch in 2022) will allow for higher accuracy
mapping of water level of lakes than is currently possible. This comprehensive approach will
remove the uncertainty of whether the ice regime change is associated with air temperature,
snowfall, water level changes or a combination of these factors.
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A.1 List of all the SAR scenes used in this thesis
Table 1: Sentinel 1 scenes used in this thesis. “RTC ID” is the ID of the level 2 RTC
products processed by ASF, “Pol.” stands for Polarization, “A” stands for the ascending
mode, and “D” stands for the descending mode.
ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
2020/2021
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201003T024103
20201003T024128 034626 040830 A1E2
S1A IW 20201003T024103
DVP RTC30 G spufem 6438
2020-10-03 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201010T155449
20201010T155518 034736 040C01 10FA
S1A IW 20201010T155449
DVP RTC30 G spufem 74F6
2020-10-10 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201015T024103
20201015T024128 034801 040E45 E188
S1A IW 20201015T024103
DVP RTC30 G spufem 8896
2020-10-15 A VV
98
ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201022T155449
20201022T155518 034911 041213 7DC9
S1A IW 20201022T155449
DVP RTC30 G spufem 79B1
2020-10-22 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201027T024103
20201027T024128 034976 04144C 2BA3
S1A IW 20201027T024103
DVP RTC30 G spufem 53F6
2020-10-27 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201103T155449
20201103T155518 035086 04181D D250
S1A IW 20201103T155449
DVP RTC30 G spufem 7B4C
2020-11-03 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201108T024103
20201108T024128 035151 041A53 82BF
S1A IW 20201108T024103
DVP RTC30 G spufem F50D
2020-11-08 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201115T155449
20201115T155518 035261 041E38 92BA
S1A IW 20201115T155449
DVP RTC30 G spufem 1888
2020-11-15 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201120T024103
20201120T024128 035326 04206F F96B
S1A IW 20201120T024103
DVP RTC30 G spufem 8E34
2020-11-20 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201127T155449
20201127T155518 035436 042444 133E
S1A IW 20201127T155449
DVP RTC30 G spufem 3F40
2020-11-27 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201202T024102
20201202T024127 035501 04267F 3FD2
S1A IW 20201202T024102
DVP RTC30 G spufem 7073
2020-12-02 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201209T155448
20201209T155517 035611 042A52 7312
S1A IW 20201209T155448
DVP RTC30 G spufem A4A2
2020-12-09 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201214T024102
20201214T024127 035676 042C82 93E8
S1A IW 20201214T024102
DVP RTC30 G spufem 93D7
2020-12-14 A VV
99
ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201221T155448
20201221T155517 035786 043053 A03A
S1A IW 20201221T155448
DVP RTC30 G spufem 1087
2020-12-21 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20201226T024101
20201226T024126 035851 04328C 3F96
S1A IW 20201226T024101
DVP RTC30 G spufem 9836
2020-12-26 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210102T155447
20210102T155516 035961 043667 951E
S1A IW 20210102T155447
DVP RTC30 G spufem 50D9
2021-01-02 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210107T024101
20210107T024126 036026 0438A0 B2E9
S1A IW 20210107T024101
DVP RTC30 G spufem B6D5
2021-01-07 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210114T155447
20210114T155516 036136 043C92 EF33
S1A IW 20210114T155447
DVP RTC30 G spufem 6136
2021-01-14 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210119T024100
20210119T024125 036201 043EC8 A246
S1A IW 20210119T024100
DVP RTC30 G spufem 0C13
2021-01-19 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210126T155446
20210126T155515 036311 0442A3 D458
S1A IW 20210126T155446
DVR RTC30 G spufem 1D51
2021-01-26 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210131T024100
20210131T024125 036376 0444D8 1CA5
S1A IW 20210131T024100
DVR RTC30 G spufem A357
2021-01-31 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210207T155446
20210207T155515 036486 0448B1 337F
S1A IW 20210207T155446
DVR RTC30 G spufem 5794
2021-02-07 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210212T024100
20210212T024125 036551 044AED 24D7
S1A IW 20210212T024100
DVP RTC30 G spufem 73EA
2021-02-12 A VV
100
ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210219T155445
20210219T155514 036661 044ED0 019B
S1A IW 20210219T155445
DVR RTC30 G spufem 4EB1
2021-02-19 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210224T024059
20210224T024124 036726 045105 272C
S1A IW 20210224T024059
DVR RTC30 G spufem AC27
2021-02-24 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210303T155445
20210303T155514 036836 0454DD 8D16
S1A IW 20210303T155445
DVR RTC30 G spufem 21EF
2021-03-03 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210308T024059
20210308T024124 036901 04571F 78A3
S1A IW 20210308T024059
DVR RTC30 G spufem 4EFA
2021-03-08 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20210315T155445
20210315T155514 037011 045AFA EBE0
S1A IW 20210315T155445
DVP RTC30 G spufem 0E57
2021-03-15 D VV
2019/2020
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191004T155443
20191004T155512 029311 0354C5 E4A3
S1A IW 20191004T155443
DVP RTC30 G saufem D0E1
2019-10-04 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191009T024057
20191009T024122 029376 035703 1A06
S1A IW 20191009T024057
DVP RTC30 G saufem 36C3
2019-10-09 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191011T154629
20191011T154654 029413 03585F D7B6
S1A IW 20191011T154629
DVP RTC30 G saufem 5F83
2019-10-11 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191016T155443
20191016T155512 029486 035AD0 F446
S1A IW 20191016T155443
DVP RTC30 G saufem D625
2019-10-16 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191021T024057
20191021T024122 029551 035D0D 6ABF
S1A IW 20191021T024057
DVP RTC30 G saufem CAD6
2019-10-21 A VV
101
ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191023T154629
20191023T154654 029588 035E5F F9E0
S1A IW 20191023T154629
DVP RTC30 G saufem EC76
2019-10-23 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191028T155443
20191028T155512 029661 0360DA E72E
S1A IW 20191028T155443
DVP RTC30 G saufem 3A8A
2019-10-28 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191102T024057
20191102T024122 029726 036320 0801
S1A IW 20191102T024057
DVP RTC30 G saufem BDEC
2019-11-02 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191104T154629
20191104T154654 029763 036480 36D1
S1A IW 20191104T154629
DVP RTC30 G saufem D4C4
2019-11-04 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191109T155443
20191109T155512 029836 036708 44BC
S1A IW 20191109T155443
DVP RTC30 G saufem 17A6
2019-11-09 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191114T024057
20191114T024122 029901 036946 BB73
S1A IW 20191114T024057
DVP RTC30 G saufem 541E
2019-11-14 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191116T154629
20191116T154654 029938 036AA5 3604
S1A IW 20191116T154629
DVP RTC30 G saufem 7DCB
2019-11-16 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191121T155443
20191121T155512 030011 036D12 E962
S1A IW 20191121T155443
DVP RTC30 G saufem C790
2019-11-21 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191126T024057
20191126T024122 030076 036F57 36B7
S1A IW 20191126T024057
DVP RTC30 G saufem 259F
2019-11-26 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191128T154628
20191128T154653 030113 0370B7 232C
S1A IW 20191128T154628
DVP RTC30 G saufem 7B36
2019-11-28 D VV
102
ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191203T155442
20191203T155511 030186 037324 E8D8
S1A IW 20191203T155442
DVP RTC30 G saufem 80BF
2019-12-03 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191208T024056
20191208T024121 030251 037557 0900
S1A IW 20191208T024056
DVP RTC30 G saufem 8AF4
2019-12-08 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191210T154628
20191210T154653 030288 0376BC B12D
S1A IW 20191210T154628
DVP RTC30 G saufem DB4C
2019-12-10 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191215T155442
20191215T155511 030361 03792F 565C
S1A IW 20191215T155442
DVP RTC30 G saufem DB39
2019-12-15 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191220T024056
20191220T024121 030426 037B66 335D
S1A IW 20191220T024056
DVP RTC30 G saufem 4E02
2019-12-20 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191222T154628
20191222T154653 030463 037CC6 22F6
S1A IW 20191222T154628
DVP RTC30 G saufem 4507
2019-12-22 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20191227T155441
20191227T155510 030536 037F38 4278
S1A IW 20191227T155441
DVP RTC30 G saufem 38F3
2019-12-27 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200101T024055
20200101T024120 030601 038171 1A01
S1A IW 20200101T024055
DVP RTC30 G saufem 6D4F
2020-01-01 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200103T154627
20200103T154652 030638 0382CF 6A29
S1A IW 20200103T154627
DVP RTC30 G saufem 166B
2020-01-03 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200108T155441
20200108T155510 030711 038548 6343
S1A IW 20200108T155441
DVP RTC30 G saufem 64B1
2020-01-08 D VV
103
ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200113T024055
20200113T024120 030776 038785 A71A
S1A IW 20200113T024055
DVP RTC30 G saufem C30F
2020-01-13 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200115T154626
20200115T154651 030813 0388ED 43D6
S1A IW 20200115T154626
DVP RTC30 G saufem 9BA2
2020-01-15 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200120T155440
20200120T155509 030886 038B6E C898
S1A IW 20200120T155440
DVP RTC30 G saufem 749A
2020-01-20 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200125T024054
20200125T024119 030951 038DB0 EA97
S1A IW 20200125T024054
DVP RTC30 G saufem D38B
2020-01-25 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200127T154626
20200127T154651 030988 038F17 AA3C
S1A IW 20200127T154626
DVP RTC30 G saufem CA68
2020-01-27 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200201T155440
20200201T155509 031061 039188 8CD1
S1A IW 20200201T155440
DVP RTC30 G saufem 6CE7
2020-02-01 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200206T024054
20200206T024119 031126 0393CB 7397
S1A IW 20200206T024054
DVP RTC30 G saufem FD5A
2020-02-06 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200208T154626
20200208T154651 031163 039536 FEB0
S1A IW 20200208T154626
DVP RTC30 G saufem 1A2F
2020-02-08 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200213T155440
20200213T155509 031236 03979A B3DC
S1A IW 20200213T155440
DVP RTC30 G saufem 567E
2020-02-13 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200218T024054
20200218T024119 031301 0399DC CE0C
S1A IW 20200218T024054
DVP RTC30 G saufem 2D77
2020-02-18 A VV
104
ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200220T154626
20200220T154651 031338 039B39 7889
S1A IW 20200220T154626
DVP RTC30 G saufem 6FFB
2020-02-20 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200225T155439
20200225T155508 031411 039DA6 8BCE
S1A IW 20200225T155439
DVP RTC30 G saufem F23A
2020-02-25 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200301T024053
20200301T024118 031476 039FD9 C85C
S1A IW 20200301T024053
DVP RTC30 G saufem CDF0
2020-03-01 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200303T154625
20200303T154650 031513 03A145 DE58
S1A IW 20200303T154625
DVP RTC30 G saufem A8B9
2020-03-03 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200308T155440
20200308T155509 031586 03A3B0 BBCE
S1A IW 20200308T155440
DVP RTC30 G saufem 0A1F
2020-03-08 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20200313T024054
20200313T024119 031651 03A5EC 66E3
S1A IW 20200313T024054
DVP RTC30 G saufem AA4C
2020-03-13 A VV
20‘8/2019
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181004T154622
20181004T154647 023988 029EDD 4F4B
S1A IW 20181004T154622
DVP RTC30 G saufem 69C3
2018-10-04 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181009T155437
20181009T155506 024061 02A12A DA0D
S1A IW 20181009T155437
DVP RTC30 G saufem FE2A
2018-10-09 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181014T024051
20181014T024116 024126 02A349 9235
S1A IW 20181014T024051
DVP RTC30 G saufem DFA6
2018-10-14 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181016T154623
20181016T154648 024163 02A48F 67F9
S1A IW 20181016T154623
DVP RTC30 G saufem 1C91
2018-10-16 D VV
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ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181021T155437
20181021T155506 024236 02A6DA 23CB
S1A IW 20181021T155437
DVP RTC30 G saufem 12B4
2018-10-21 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181026T024051
20181026T024116 024301 02A8EF 9BA8
S1A IW 20181026T024051
DVP RTC30 G saufem 4CF6
2018-10-26 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181028T154623
20181028T154648 024338 02AA32 384E
S1A IW 20181028T154623
DVP RTC30 G saufem 5EC1
2018-10-28 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181102T155437
20181102T155506 024411 02ACA5 49A8
S1A IW 20181102T155437
DVP RTC30 G saufem E7EC
2018-11-02 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181107T024050
20181107T024115 024476 02AEF9 2D2B
S1A IW 20181107T024050
DVP RTC30 G saufem 86FA
2018-11-07 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181109T154622
20181109T154647 024513 02B068 CCA7
S1A IW 20181109T154622
DVP RTC30 G saufem BECF
2018-11-09 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181114T155436
20181114T155505 024586 02B30F 10F6
S1A IW 20181114T155436
DVP RTC30 G saufem D610
2018-11-14 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181119T024050
20181119T024115 024651 02B56B FC5C
S1A IW 20181119T024050
DVP RTC30 G saufem 22D4
2018-11-19 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181121T154622
20181121T154647 024688 02B6DA F099
S1A IW 20181121T154622
DVP RTC30 G saufem A5D6
2018-11-21 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181126T155436
20181126T155505 024761 02B97E 5604
S1A IW 20181126T155436
DVP RTC30 G saufem 0327
2018-11-26 D VV
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ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181201T024050
20181201T024115 024826 02BBA6 E53D
S1A IW 20181201T024050
DVP RTC30 G saufem 4CEE
2018-12-01 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181203T154622
20181203T154647 024863 02BCED 6FB4
S1A IW 20181203T154622
DVP RTC30 G saufem E491
2018-12-03 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181208T155436
20181208T155505 024936 02BF56 0ACB
S1A IW 20181208T155436
DVP RTC30 G saufem 8503
2018-12-08 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181215T154621
20181215T154646 025038 02C31A 8F7F
S1A IW 20181215T154621
DVP RTC30 G saufem 4F9E
2018-12-15 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181220T155435
20181220T155504 025111 02C5AC F2B4
S1A IW 20181220T155435
DVP RTC30 G saufem 1A16
2018-12-20 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20181227T154621
20181227T154646 025213 02C972 86B3
S1A IW 20181227T154621
DVP RTC30 G saufem CD91
2018-12-27 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190101T155435
20190101T155504 025286 02CC00 96ED
S1A IW 20190101T155435
DVP RTC30 G saufem 5C82
2019-01-01 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190106T024048
20190106T024113 025351 02CE58 7B1C
S1A IW 20190106T024048
DVP RTC30 G saufem 7E01
2019-01-06 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190108T154620
20190108T154645 025388 02CFC4 324F
S1A IW 20190108T154620
DVP RTC30 G saufem E5F1
2019-01-08 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190113T155434
20190113T155503 025461 02D249 D8A8
S1A IW 20190113T155434
DVP RTC30 G saufem AE20
2019-01-13 D VV
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ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190118T024048
20190118T024113 025526 02D4A8 05CB
S1A IW 20190118T024048
DVP RTC30 G saufem 4871
2019-01-18 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190120T154620
20190120T154645 025563 02D61E 691A
S1A IW 20190120T154620
DVP RTC30 G saufem 4713
2019-01-20 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190125T155434
20190125T155503 025636 02D8AE A125
S1A IW 20190125T155434
DVP RTC30 G saufem 8249
2019-01-25 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190201T154620
20190201T154645 025738 02DC7E E567
S1A IW 20190201T154620
DVP RTC30 G saufem 6936
2019-02-01 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190206T155433
20190206T155502 025811 02DEF5 0DEE
S1A IW 20190206T155433
DVP RTC30 G saufem EBA4
2019-02-06 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190213T154619
20190213T154644 025913 02E2B1 23E5
S1A IW 20190213T154619
DVP RTC30 G saufem D4FF
2019-02-13 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190218T155433
20190218T155502 025986 02E534 AD9A
S1A IW 20190218T155433
DVP RTC30 G saufem F75F
2019-02-18 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190223T024047
20190223T024112 026051 02E791 E8EA
S1A IW 20190223T024047
DVP RTC30 G saufem 59D3
2019-02-23 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190225T154619
20190225T154644 026088 02E8F6 CBEC
S1A IW 20190225T154619
DVP RTC30 G saufem 9FE1
2019-02-25 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190302T155433
20190302T155502 026161 02EB7D 2686
S1A IW 20190302T155433
DVP RTC30 G saufem EF29
2019-03-02 D VV
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ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190307T024047
20190307T024112 026226 02EDD1 EE85
S1A IW 20190307T024047
DVP RTC30 G saufem 869C
2019-03-07 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190309T154619
20190309T154644 026263 02EF46 25E3
S1A IW 20190309T154619
DVP RTC30 G saufem 3DAD
2019-03-09 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20190314T155433
20190314T155502 026336 02F1E0 ED8B
S1A IW 20190314T155433
DVP RTC30 G saufem F0F7
2019-03-14 D VV
2017/2018
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171002T155430
20171002T155459 018636 01F6CA E95B
S1A IW 20171002T155430
DVP RTC30 G saufem 7A79
2017-10-02 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171009T154616
20171009T154641 018738 01F9E9 DACA
S1A IW 20171009T154616
DVP RTC30 G saufem 4787
2017-10-09 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171014T155430
20171014T155459 018811 01FC1A 9DD3
S1A IW 20171014T155430
DVP RTC30 G saufem 72B4
2017-10-14 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171021T154616
20171021T154641 018913 01FF4E 6113
S1A IW 20171021T154616
DVP RTC30 G saufem F613
2017-10-21 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171026T155430
20171026T155459 018986 020169 8B5C
S1A IW 20171026T155430
DVP RTC30 G saufem 1A1B
2017-10-26 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171102T154616
20171102T154641 019088 02049D 22AF
S1A IW 20171102T154616
DVP RTC30 G saufem E2A1
2017-11-02 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171107T155430
20171107T155459 019161 0206D6 FB01
S1A IW 20171107T155430
DVP RTC30 G saufem 497D
2017-11-07 D VV
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ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171112T024044
20171112T024109 019226 0208EA D126
S1A IW 20171112T024044
DVP RTC30 G saufem 63CB
2017-11-12 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171114T154616
20171114T154641 019263 020A12 5AE5
S1A IW 20171114T154616
DVP RTC30 G saufem 8176
2017-11-14 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171119T155430
20171119T155459 019336 020C52 5529
S1A IW 20171119T155430
DVP RTC30 G saufem 83C6
2017-11-19 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171124T024044
20171124T024109 019401 020E71 5270
S1A IW 20171124T024044
DVP RTC30 G saufem E5AD
2017-11-24 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171126T154616
20171126T154641 019438 020F9C 0FE1
S1A IW 20171126T154616
DVP RTC30 G saufem EA49
2017-11-26 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171201T155429
20171201T155458 019511 0211CB 3FBC
S1A IW 20171201T155429
DVP RTC30 G saufem 90AD
2017-12-01 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171206T024043
20171206T024108 019576 0213EF B147
S1A IW 20171206T024043
DVP RTC30 G saufem 1B87
2017-12-06 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171208T154615
20171208T154640 019613 02150F 4469
S1A IW 20171208T154615
DVP RTC30 G saufem 9B69
2017-12-08 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171213T155429
20171213T155458 019686 021746 B3AB
S1A IW 20171213T155429
DVP RTC30 G saufem F5F6
2017-12-13 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171220T154615
20171220T154640 019788 021A83 6948
S1A IW 20171220T154615
DVP RTC30 G saufem EEFD
2017-12-20 D VV
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ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171225T155428
20171225T155457 019861 021CAB F1EF
S1A IW 20171225T155428
DVP RTC30 G saufem 7E81
2017-12-25 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20171230T024042
20171230T024107 019926 021ECA 386F
S1A IW 20171230T024042
DVP RTC30 G saufem B6EB
2017-12-30 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180101T154614
20180101T154639 019963 021FF5 3A60
S1A IW 20180101T154614
DVP RTC30 G saufem 8ABB
2018-01-01 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180106T155428
20180106T155457 020036 022237 6F74
S1A IW 20180106T155428
DVP RTC30 G saufem 60AD
2018-01-06 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180111T024042
20180111T024107 020101 022451 B04C
S1A IW 20180111T024042
DVP RTC30 G saufem 0178
2018-01-11 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180113T154614
20180113T154639 020138 02257E C744
S1A IW 20180113T154614
DVP RTC30 G saufem E89D
2018-01-13 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180118T155427
20180118T155456 020211 0227C3 3716
S1A IW 20180118T155427
DVP RTC30 G saufem CD06
2018-01-18 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180123T024041
20180123T024106 020276 0229DF 69DF
S1A IW 20180123T024041
DVP RTC30 G saufem 286C
2018-01-23 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180125T154613
20180125T154638 020313 022B0A 23E5
S1A IW 20180125T154613
DVP RTC30 G saufem E488
2018-01-25 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180130T155427
20180130T155456 020386 022D53 8FFA
S1A IW 20180130T155427
DVP RTC30 G saufem CE41
2018-01-30 D VV
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ID RTC ID Date Mode Pol.
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180204T024041
20180204T024106 020451 022F75 7FD1
S1A IW 20180204T024041
DVP RTC30 G saufem F95A
2018-02-04 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180206T154613
20180206T154638 020488 0230A0 ACE0
S1A IW 20180206T154613
DVP RTC30 G saufem C3E3
2018-02-06 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180211T155427
20180211T155456 020561 0232EA 552F
S1A IW 20180211T155427
DVP RTC30 G saufem F1B9
2018-02-11 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180218T154613
20180218T154638 020663 023635 E316
S1A IW 20180218T154613
DVP RTC30 G saufem D71E
2018-02-18 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180223T155427
20180223T155456 020736 02387F 0116
S1A IW 20180223T155427
DVP RTC30 G saufem 9BB2
2018-02-23 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180302T154613
20180302T154638 020838 023BC1 9034
S1A IW 20180302T154613
DVP RTC30 G saufem 1E33
2018-03-02 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180307T155427
20180307T155456 020911 023E09 5810
S1A IW 20180307T155427
DVP RTC30 G saufem 7DC3
2018-03-07 D VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180312T024041
20180312T024106 020976 024022 0A7E
S1A IW 20180312T024041
DVP RTC30 G saufem EB70
2018-03-12 A VV
S1A IW GRDH 1SDV 20180314T154613
20180314T154638 021013 02414E 8B2D
S1A IW 20180314T154613
DVP RTC30 G saufem CE44
2018-03-14 D VV
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Table 2: ERS 1/2 scenes used in this thesis. “Pol.” stands for Polarization, “A” stands
for the ascending mode, and “D” stands for the descending mode.
ID Date Mode Pol.
2009/2010
E2 75382 STD F171 2009-09-20 A VV
E2 75519 STD F279 2009-09-29 D VV
E2 75748 STD F279 2009-10-15 D VV
E2 75791 STD F279 2009-10-18 D VV
E2 75977 STD F279 2009-10-31 D VV
E2 76020 STD F279 2009-11-03 D VV
E2 76063 STD F279 2009-11-06 D VV
E2 76249 STD F279 2009-11-19 D VV
E2 76292 STD F279 2009-11-22 D VV
E2 76521 STD F279 2009-12-08 D VV
E2 76564 STD F279 2009-12-11 D VV
E2 76750 STD F279 2009-12-24 D VV
E2 76793 STD F279 2009-12-27 D VV
E2 76979 STD F279 2010-01-09 D VV
E2 77065 STD F279 2010-01-15 D VV
E2 77208 STD F279 2010-01-25 D VV
E2 77251 STD F279 2010-01-28 D VV
E2 77294 STD F279 2010-01-31 D VV
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ID Date Mode Pol.
E2 77386 STD F172 2010-02-07 A VV
E2 77480 STD F279 2010-02-13 D VV
E2 77523 STD F279 2010-02-16 D VV
E2 77566 STD F279 2010-02-19 D VV
E2 77572 STD F171 2010-02-20 A VV
E2 77658 STD F172 2010-02-26 A VV
E2 77709 STD F279 2010-03-01 D VV
E2 77752 STD F279 2010-03-04 D VV
E2 77795 STD F279 2010-03-07 D VV
E2 77844 STD F171 2010-03-11 A VV
E2 77930 STD F172 2010-03-17 A VV
E2 78024 STD F279 2010-03-23 D VV
E2 78067 STD F279 2010-03-26 A VV
E2 78116 STD F171 2010-03-30 A VV
2008/2009
E2 70237 STD F279 2008-09-25 D VV
E2 70280 STD F278 2008-09-28 D VV
E2 70552 STD F279 2008-10-17 D VV
E2 70738 STD F279 2008-10-30 D VV
E2 70781 STD F279 2008-11-02 D VV
E2 71010 STD F279 2008-11-18 D VV
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E2 71053 STD F279 2008-11-21 D VV
E2 71239 STD F279 2008-12-04 D VV
E2 71282 STD F279 2008-12-07 D VV
E2 71468 STD F279 2008-12-20 D VV
E2 71511 STD F279 2008-12-23 D VV
E2 71554 STD F279 2008-12-26 D VV
E2 71740 STD F279 2009-01-08 D VV
E2 71783 STD F279 2009-01-11 D VV
E2 71969 STD F279 2009-01-24 D VV
E2 72012 STD F279 2009-01-27 D VV
E2 72055 STD F279 2009-01-30 D VV
E2 72198 STD F279 2009-02-09 D VV
E2 72241 STD F279 2009-02-12 D VV
E2 72284 STD F279 2009-02-15 D VV
E2 72376 STD F171 2009-02-22 A VV
E2 72470 STD F279 2009-02-28 D VV
E2 72513 STD F279 2009-03-03 D VV
E2 72556 STD F279 2009-03-06 D VV
E2 72699 STD F279 2009-03-16 D VV
E2 72742 STD F279 2009-03-19 D VV
1995/1996
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E1 21817 STD F279 1995-09-16 D VV
E1 22003 STD F279 1995-09-29 D VV
E1 22046 STD F279 1995-10-02 D VV
E2 02373 STD F279 1995-10-03 D VV
E1 22089 STD F279 1995-10-05 D VV
E1 22095 STD F171 1995-10-06 A VV
E2 02422 STD F171 1995-10-07 A VV
E1 22232 STD F279 1995-10-15 D VV
E1 22275 STD F279 1995-10-18 D VV
E2 02602 STD F279 1995-10-19 D VV
E1 22318 STD F279 1995-10-21 D VV
E2 02645 STD F279 1995-10-22 D VV
E1 22504 STD F279 1995-11-03 D VV
E2 02831 STD F279 1995-11-04 D VV
E1 22547 STD F279 1995-11-06 D VV
E2 02874 STD F279 1995-11-07 D VV
E1 22590 STD F279 1995-11-09 D VV
E2 02917 STD F279 1995-11-10 D VV
E1 22776 STD F279 1995-11-22 D VV
E2 03103 STD F279 1995-11-23 D VV
E1 22819 STD F279 1995-11-25 D VV
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E2 03146 STD F279 1995-11-26 D VV
E1 23005 STD F279 1995-12-08 D VV
E2 03332 STD F279 1995-12-09 D VV
E1 23048 STD F279 1995-12-11 D VV
E2 03375 STD F279 1995-12-12 D VV
E2 03418 STD F279 1995-12-15 D VV
E1 23234 STD F279 1995-12-24 D VV
E2 03561 STD F279 1995-12-25 D VV
E1 23277 STD F279 1995-12-27 D VV
E2 03604 STD F279 1995-12-28 D VV
E1 23320 STD F279 1995-12-30 D VV
E2 03647 STD F279 1995-12-31 D VV
E1 23506 STD F279 1996-01-12 D VV
E2 03833 STD F279 1996-01-13 D VV
E1 23592 STD F279 1996-01-18 D VV
E2 03919 STD F279 1996-01-19 D VV
E1 23956 STD F171 1996-02-13 A VV
E2 04283 STD F171 1996-02-14 A VV
E1 24007 STD F279 1996-02-16 D VV
E2 04334 STD F279 1996-02-17 D VV
E1 24050 STD F279 1996-02-19 D VV
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E2 04377 STD F279 1996-02-20 D VV
E1 24093 STD F279 1996-02-22 D VV
E1 24099 STD F171 1996-02-23 A VV
E1 24142 STD F171 1996-02-26 A VV
E2 04469 STD F171 1996-02-27 A VV
E1 24185 STD F171 1996-02-29 A VV
E1 24236 STD F279 1996-03-03 D VV
E1 24371 STD F171 1996-03-13 A VV
E2 04698 STD F171 1996-03-14 A VV
E1 24414 STD F171 1996-03-16 A VV
1994/1995
E1 16571 STD F279 1994-09-15 D VV
E1 16772 STD F279 1994-09-29 D VV
E1 16815 STD F279 1994-10-02 D VV
E1 16858 STD F279 1994-10-05 D VV
E1 17016 STD F279 1994-10-16 D VV
E1 17059 STD F279 1994-10-19 D VV
E1 17102 STD F279 1994-10-22 D VV
E1 17145 STD F279 1994-10-25 D VV
E1 17303 STD F279 1994-11-05 D VV
E1 17346 STD F279 1994-11-08 D VV
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E1 17389 STD F279 1994-11-11 D VV
E1 17547 STD F279 1994-11-22 D VV
E1 17590 STD F279 1994-11-25 D VV
E1 17633 STD F279 1994-11-28 D VV
E1 17676 STD F279 1994-12-01 D VV
E1 17834 STD F279 1994-12-12 D VV
E1 17920 STD F279 1994-12-18 D VV
E1 17998 STD F171 1994-12-24 A VV
E1 18041 STD F171 1994-12-27 A VV
E1 18121 STD F279 1995-01-01 D VV
E1 18164 STD F279 1995-01-04 D VV
E1 18207 STD F279 1995-01-07 D VV
E1 18365 STD F279 1995-01-18 D VV
E1 18408 STD F279 1995-01-21 D VV
E1 18451 STD F279 1995-01-24 D VV
E1 18652 STD F279 1995-02-07 D VV
E1 18695 STD F279 1995-02-10 D VV
E1 18738 STD F279 1995-02-13 D VV
E1 18816 STD F171 1995-02-19 A VV
E1 18896 STD F279 1995-02-24 D VV
E1 18939 STD F279 1995-02-27 D VV
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E1 18982 STD F279 1995-03-02 D VV
E1 19183 STD F279 1995-03-16 D VV
E1 19269 STD F279 1995-03-22 D VV
1993/1994
E1 11410 STD F279 1993-09-20 D VV
E1 11453 STD F279 1993-09-23 D VV
E1 11502 STD F171 1993-09-27 A VV
E1 11639 STD F279 1993-10-06 D VV
E1 11682 STD F279 1993-10-09 D VV
E1 11725 STD F279 1993-10-12 D VV
E1 11731 STD F171 1993-10-13 A VV
E1 11774 STD F171 1993-10-16 D VV
E1 11868 STD F279 1993-10-22 D VV
E1 11911 STD F279 1993-10-25 D VV
E1 11954 STD F279 1993-10-28 D VV
E1 12003 STD F171 1993-11-01 A VV
E1 12140 STD F279 1993-11-10 D VV
E1 12183 STD F279 1993-11-13 D VV
E1 12226 STD F279 1993-11-16 D VV
E1 12232 STD F171 1993-11-17 A VV
E1 12369 STD F279 1993-11-26 D VV
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E1 12412 STD F279 1993-11-29 D VV
E1 12455 STD F279 1993-12-02 D VV
E1 12684 STD F279 1993-12-18 D VV
E1 12776 STD F171 1993-12-25 A VV
E1 12862 STD F171 1993-12-31 A VV
E1 13550 STD F171 1994-02-17 A VV
E1 14023 STD F171 1994-03-22 A VV
E1 14109 STD F171 1994-03-28 A VV
1992/1993
E1 06263 STD F171 1992-09-26 A VV
E1 06306 STD F171 1992-09-29 A VV
E1 06357 STD F279 1992-10-02 D VV
E1 06400 STD F279 1992-10-05 D VV
E1 06443 STD F279 1992-10-08 D VV
E1 06492 STD F171 1992-10-12 A VV
E1 06629 STD F279 1992-10-21 D VV
E1 06672 STD F279 1992-10-24 D VV
E1 06715 STD F279 1992-10-27 D VV
E1 06858 STD F279 1992-11-06 D VV
E1 06901 STD F279 1992-11-09 D VV
E1 07130 STD F279 1992-11-25 D VV
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ID Date Mode Pol.
E1 07173 STD F279 1992-11-28 D VV
E1 07216 STD F279 1992-12-01 D VV
E1 07359 STD F279 1992-12-11 D VV
E1 07402 STD F279 1992-12-14 D VV
E1 07445 STD F279 1992-12-17 D VV
E1 07631 STD F279 1992-12-30 D VV
E1 07674 STD F279 1993-01-02 D VV
E1 07860 STD F279 1993-01-15 D VV
E1 07903 STD F279 1993-01-18 D VV
E1 07946 STD F279 1993-01-21 D VV
E1 08132 STD F279 1993-02-03 D VV
E1 08175 STD F279 1993-02-06 D VV
E1 08361 STD F279 1993-02-19 D VV
E1 08404 STD F279 1993-02-22 D VV
E1 08496 STD F171 1993-03-01 D VV
E1 08633 STD F279 1993-03-10 D VV
E1 08676 STD F279 1993-03-13 D VV
E1 08768 STD F171 1993-03-20 A VV
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Table 3: RADARSAT 1 scenes used in this thesis. “Pol.” stands for Polarization, “A”
stands for the ascending mode, and “D” stands for the descending mode.
ID Date Mode Pol.
2007/2008
R1 62156 SWB F276 2007-10-01 D HH
R1 62213 SWB F276 2007-10-05 D HH
R1 62256 SWB F276 2007-10-08 D HH
R1 62356 SWB F276 2007-10-15 D HH
R1 62456 SWB F276 2007-10-22 D HH
R1 62499 SWB F276 2007-10-25 D HH
R1 62556 SWB F276 2007-10-29 D HH
R1 62599 SWB F276 2007-11-01 D HH
R1 62699 SWB F276 2007-11-08 D HH
R1 62799 SWB F276 2007-11-15 D HH
R1 62899 SWB F276 2007-11-22 D HH
R1 62942 SWB F276 2007-11-25 D HH
R1 63042 SWB F276 2007-12-02 D HH
R1 63185 SWB F276 2007-12-12 D HH
R1 63285 SWB F276 2007-12-19 D HH
R1 63428 SWB F276 2007-12-29 D HH
R1 63671 SWB F276 2008-01-15 D HH
R1 63828 SWB F276 2008-01-26 D HH
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ID Date Mode Pol.
R1 63928 SWB F276 2008-02-02 D HH
R1 64014 SWB F276 2008-02-08 D HH
R1 64114 SWB F276 2008-02-15 D HH
R1 64357 SWB F276 2008-03-03 D HH
R1 64457 SWB F276 2008-03-10 D HH
R1 64614 SWB F276 2008-03-21 D HH
2005/2006
R1 51723 SWB F276 2005-10-01 D HH
R1 51966 SWB F276 2005-10-18 D HH
R1 52066 SWB F276 2005-10-25 D HH
R1 52309 SWB F276 2005-11-11 D HH
R1 52409 SWB F276 2005-11-18 D HH
R1 52509 SWB F276 2005-11-25 D HH
R1 52652 SWB F276 2005-12-05 D HH
R1 52995 SWB F274 2005-12-29 D HH
R1 53095 SWB F276 2006-01-05 D HH
R1 53338 SWB F276 2006-01-22 D HH
R1 53438 SWB F276 2006-01-29 D HH
R1 53681 SWB F276 2006-02-15 D HH
R1 53781 SWB F276 2006-02-22 D HH
R1 53981 SWB F276 2006-03-08 D HH
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ID Date Mode Pol.
R1 54024 SWB F276 2006-03-11 D HH
R1 54124 SWB F276 2006-03-18 D HH
2004/2005
R1 46335 SWB F283 2004-09-19 D HH
R1 46578 SWB F276 2004-10-06 D HH
R1 46721 SWB F276 2004-10-16 D HH
R1 46821 SWB F276 2004-10-23 D HH
R1 46921 SWB F276 2004-10-30 D HH
R1 47064 SWB F276 2004-11-09 D HH
R1 47164 SWB F276 2004-11-16 D HH
R1 47264 SWB F276 2004-11-23 D HH
R1 47364 SWB F276 2004-11-30 D HH
R1 47464 SWB F276 2004-12-07 D HH
R1 47507 SWB F276 2004-12-10 D HH
R1 47607 SWB F276 2004-12-17 D HH
R1 47850 SWB F276 2005-01-03 D HH
R1 47950 SWB F276 2005-01-10 D HH
R1 48050 SWB F276 2005-01-17 D HH
R1 48193 SWB F276 2005-01-27 D HH
R1 48293 SWB F276 2005-02-03 D HH
R1 48536 SWB F276 2005-02-20 D HH
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ID Date Mode Pol.
R1 48636 SWB F276 2005-02-27 D HH
R1 48879 SWB F276 2005-03-16 D HH
R1 48979 SWB F276 2005-03-23 D HH
2003/2004
R1 41190 SWB F276 2003-09-25 D HH
R1 41333 SWB F276 2003-10-05 D HH
R1 41390 SWB F276 2003-10-09 D HH
R1 41476 SWB F276 2003-10-15 D HH
R1 41490 SWB F276 2003-10-16 D HH
R1 41533 SWB F276 2003-10-19 D HH
R1 41576 SWB F276 2003-10-22 D HH
R1 41633 SWB F276 2003-10-26 D HH
R1 41776 SWB F276 2003-11-05 D HH
R1 41819 SWB F275 2003-11-08 D HH
R1 41876 SWB F276 2003-11-12 D HH
R1 42019 SWB F276 2003-11-22 D HH
R1 42119 SWB F276 2003-11-29 D HH
R1 42219 SWB F276 2003-12-06 D HH
R1 42362 SWB F276 2003-12-16 D HH
R1 42462 SWB F276 2003-12-23 D HH
R1 42562 SWB F276 2003-12-30 D HH
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ID Date Mode Pol.
R1 42662 SWB F276 2004-01-06 D HH
R1 42705 SWB F276 2004-01-09 D HH
R1 42762 SWB F276 2004-01-13 D HH
R1 43148 SWB F276 2004-02-09 D HH
R1 43391 SWB F276 2004-02-26 D HH
R1 43491 SWB F276 2004-03-04 D HH
R1 43734 SWB F276 2004-03-21 D HH
2002/2003
R1 36088 SWB F276 2002-10-03 D HH
R1 36145 SWB F276 2002-10-07 D HH
R1 36188 SWB F276 2002-10-10 D HH
R1 36288 SWB F276 2002-10-17 D HH
R1 36331 SWB F276 2002-10-20 D HH
R1 36388 SWB F276 2002-10-24 D HH
R1 36431 SWB F276 2002-10-27 D HH
R1 36531 SWB F276 2002-11-03 D HH
R1 36631 SWB F276 2002-11-10 D HH
R1 36674 SWB F276 2002-11-13 D HH
R1 36731 SWB F276 2002-11-17 D HH
R1 36774 SWB F276 2002-11-20 D HH
R1 37260 SWB F275 2002-12-24 D HH
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ID Date Mode Pol.
R1 37274 SWB F276 2002-12-25 D HH
R1 37360 SWB F275 2002-12-31 D HH
R1 37417 SWB F276 2003-01-04 D HH
R1 37517 SWB F276 2003-01-11 D HH
R1 37560 SWB F276 2003-01-14 D HH
R1 37617 SWB F276 2003-01-18 D HH
R1 37660 SWB F276 2003-01-21 D HH
R1 37703 SWB F275 2003-01-24 D HH
R1 37760 SWB F276 2003-01-28 D HH
R1 37860 SWB F276 2003-02-04 D HH
R1 37903 SWB F276 2003-02-07 D HH
R1 37960 SWB F276 2003-02-11 D HH
R1 38046 SWB F275 2003-02-17 D HH
R1 38103 SWB F276 2003-02-21 D HH
R1 38203 SWB F276 2003-02-28 D HH
R1 38246 SWB F276 2003-03-03 D HH
R1 38303 SWB F276 2003-03-07 D HH
R1 38389 SWB F275 2003-03-13 D HH
R1 38446 SWB F276 2003-03-17 D HH
2001/2002
R1 30878 SWB F171 2001-10-04 A HH
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ID Date Mode Pol.
R1 30978 SWB F172 2001-10-11 A HH
R1 31078 SWB F172 2001-10-15 D HH
R1 31143 SWB F276 2001-10-22 D HH
R1 31178 SWB F175 2001-10-25 A HH
R1 31221 SWB F171 2001-10-28 A HH
R1 31286 SWB F276 2001-11-01 D HH
R1 31386 SWB F276 2001-11-08 D HH
R1 31421 SWB F172 2001-11-11 A HH
R1 31464 SWB F171 2001-11-14 A HH
R1 31486 SWB F276 2001-11-15 D HH
R1 31564 SWB F168 2001-11-21 A HH
R1 31629 SWB F276 2001-11-25 D HH
R1 31729 SWB F278 2001-12-02 D HH
R1 31764 SWB F172 2001-12-05 A HH
R1 31807 SWB F171 2001-12-08 A HH
R1 31829 SWB F276 2001-12-09 D HH
R1 31864 SWA F171 2001-12-12 A HH
R1 31907 SWB F171 2001-12-15 A HH
R1 31972 SWB F276 2001-12-19 D HH
R1 32007 SWB F173 2001-12-22 A HH
R1 32072 SWB F276 2001-12-26 D HH
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ID Date Mode Pol.
R1 32115 SWB F275 2001-12-29 D HH
R1 32150 SWB F171 2002-01-01 A HH
R1 32172 SWB F276 2002-01-02 D HH
R1 32215 SWB F276 2002-01-05 D HH
R1 32250 SWB F167 2002-01-08 A HH
R1 32315 SWB F276 2002-01-12 D HH
R1 32415 SWB F276 2002-01-19 D HH
R1 32458 SWB F275 2002-01-22 D HH
R1 32493 SWB F174 2002-01-25 A HH
R1 32515 SWB F276 2002-01-26 D HH
R1 32558 SWB F276 2002-01-29 D HH
R1 32593 SWB F174 2002-02-01 A HH
R1 32658 SWB F276 2002-02-05 D HH
R1 32715 SWB F276 2002-02-09 D HH
R1 32758 SWB F277 2002-02-12 D HH
R1 32801 SWB F275 2002-02-15 D HH
R1 32836 SWB F171 2002-02-18 D HH
R1 32858 SWB F276 2002-02-19 D HH
R1 32901 SWB F276 2002-02-22 D HH
R1 32936 SWB F174 2002-02-25 A HH
R1 33101 SWB F276 2002-03-08 D HH
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ID Date Mode Pol.
R1 33136 SWB F173 2002-03-11 A HH
R1 33179 SWB F172 2002-03-14 A HH
2000/2001
R1 25555 SWB F276 2000-09-26 D HH
R1 25655 SWB F276 2000-10-03 D HH
R1 25698 SWB F276 2000-10-06 D HH
R1 25798 SWB F276 2000-10-13 D HH
R1 25941 SWB F276 2000-10-23 D HH
R1 26284 SWB F276 2000-11-16 D HH
R1 26384 SWB F276 2000-11-23 D HH
R1 26484 SWB F276 2000-11-30 D HH
R1 26627 SWB F276 2000-12-10 D HH
R1 26727 SWB F276 2000-12-17 D HH
R1 26827 SWB F276 2000-12-24 D HH
R1 26970 SWB F276 2001-01-03 D HH
R1 27070 SWB F276 2001-01-10 D HH
R1 27170 SWB F276 2001-01-17 D HH
R1 27313 SWB F275 2001-01-27 D HH
R1 27370 SWB F275 2001-01-31 D HH
R1 27413 SWB F276 2001-02-03 D HH
R1 27513 SWB F276 2001-02-10 D HH
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ID Date Mode Pol.
R1 27613 SWB F277 2001-02-17 D HH
R1 27748 SWB F168 2001-02-27 A HH
R1 27848 SWA F169 2001-03-06 A HH
R1 27948 SWB F175 2001-03-13 A HH
1999/2000
R1 20410 SWB F277 1999-10-02 D HH
R1 20467 SWB F284 1999-10-06 D HH
R1 20610 SWB F276 1999-10-16 D HH
R1 20653 SWB F277 1999-10-19 D HH
R1 20753 SWB F275 1999-10-26 D HH
R1 20853 SWB F276 1999-11-02 D HH
R1 20896 SWB F275 1999-11-05 D HH
R1 21053 SWB F279 1999-11-16 D HH
R1 21096 SWB F275 1999-11-19 D HH
R1 21153 SWB F284 1999-11-23 D HH
R1 21239 SWB F275 1999-11-29 D HH
R1 21296 SWB F279 1999-12-03 D HH
R1 21339 SWB F275 1999-12-06 D HH
R1 21396 SWB F280 1999-12-10 D HH
R1 21496 SWB F284 1999-12-17 D HH
R1 21582 SWB F275 1999-12-23 D HH
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ID Date Mode Pol.
R1 21639 SWB F276 1999-12-27 D HH
R1 21682 SWB F275 1999-12-30 D HH
R1 21739 SWB F280 2000-01-03 D HH
R1 21839 SWB F284 2000-01-10 D HH
R1 21982 SWB F276 2000-01-20 D HH
R1 22025 SWB F275 2000-01-23 D HH
R1 22082 SWB F280 2000-01-27 D HH
R1 22125 SWB F276 2000-01-30 D HH
R1 22182 SWB F284 2000-02-03 D HH
R1 22268 SWB F276 2000-02-09 D HH
R1 22325 SWB F276 2000-02-13 D HH
R1 22425 SWB F279 2000-02-20 D HH
R1 22568 SWB F276 2000-03-01 D HH
R1 22811 SWB F276 2000-03-18 D HH
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Figure A.18: TempCNN classication output for ERS, March 1993, OCF, Yukon Canada.
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